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COBRA
COBRA is the British government’s emergency response
committee set up to respond to a national or regional crisis.
Standing for Cabinet Office Briefing Room A, the COBRA
Committee comes together in moments of perceived crisis
under the chairmanship of either the Prime Minister or the
Home Secretary. At COBRA meetings, decisions and a possible response, sometimes simply a press conference, are made
under real or imagined conditions of emergency and/or crisis. *
The committee can evoke emergency powers such as
suspending Parliament or restricting movement. Such
emergency-based responses have ranged from tackling
Ash dieback disease to the deployment of military hardware on civilian rooftops during the London Olympics.
Emergency and crisis-based politics are becoming increasingly common as modes of contemporary governance in an age
of hyped terrorism and economic and environmental crises.

* As far as we are able to clarify, COBRA has been meeting
since 1984 and has met in recent years in response to:
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2013

British and international hostages held in
Tiguentourine gas plant in Algeria.

2013

Soldier Lee Rigby is murdered in Woolwich,
south London.

2013

British hostages held in Westgate shopping
Centre, Nairobi, Kenya.

2013/2014

Mass floods and tidal surges across United
Kingdom.

2014

Seven ‘suspect packages’ sent to Army
Recruitment offices in United Kingdom.

2014

Malaysia Flight MH17 shot down over 		
Ukraine.

2014

Continued outbreak of Ebola disease in
West Africa.

2014

Islamic State captures large parts of
Northern Iraq and Southern Syria.

2015

Two gunmen attack Charlie Hedbo
magazine and another targets a Jewish
supermarket, Paris.

2015

NHS workers propose nationwide strike 		
over pay.

2015

Possible Greek exit from the European
Union.

2015

Man shoots and kills 38 people at beach 		
resort in Sousse, Tunisia.

2015

Refugees attempt to enter Britain via Calais.
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COBRA RES
COBRA RES offers a mirror to the official
COBRA as a way of producing different information, new
perspectives and alternative narratives, while existing in a
mimetic relationship to the emergency committee itself
and the situation it is responding to. COBRA RES aims
to re-frame the response from an aesthetic perspective,
while operating as an active-archive that follows, traces and
maps the constantly changing tide of emergency politics.
COBRA RES is a collective of artists and writers who
aim to ask critical questions of COBRA through a
series
of
creative
responses.
Reflecting
and
mimicking
the
structure
of
the
COBRA
Committee,
the
artists,
writers
and
filmmakers are chosen for their relevance to the
given context of the COBRA meeting. The artists and
writers are given limited time from the initial COBRA
meeting in which to respond to either COBRA or the
context it is meeting under. For the process to work, it is
important that pressure is applied to the artists and writers
so as prevent too much consideration, with limited facts
available, in an attempt to recreate a parallel
action
of
response.
For more information see: www.cobra-res.info
Since the start of the project in January 2013, COBRA and
COBRA RES have met on the following occasions:
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COBRA 1.0 Our first response was an exhibition after
COBRA had met when hostages had been
held in the Tiguentourine gas plant in
Algeria.
COBRA 1.1 The second response was a book of artistic
and written responses to the COBRA
meeting following the killing of soldier
Lee Rigby in Woolwich, south London.
COBRA 1.2 Responding to the situation in Nairobi 		
shopping centre, secret postal responses were
submitted to COBRA RES by a selection
of artists. The work will not be viewed or
opened until the final COBRA RES
exhibition in 2018.
COBRA 1.3 DVD of artist films with accompanying
book of texts, which responded to the
extensive flooding to hit large parts of the 		
United Kingdom.
COBRA 1.4 - 1.5 - 1.6
All three events happened within one week of each other
prompting COBRA RES to combine all three responses
into one set. In response we created a set of reappropriated traditional card games and a book of texts based in
answer to the shooting down of Malaysia Flight MH17
in Ukraine, the outbreak of Ebola in west Africa and the
advance of ISIS in Iraq and Syria.
COBRA 1.7 Exhibition of art works and printed
newspaper in response to attacks on
Charlie Hebdo magazine and a Jewish
supermarket, Paris.
COBRA 1.8 - forthcoming COBRA 1.9 Book of flash fiction short stories and
experimental texts in reaction to the
refugee crisis.
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COBRA meetings held over the ‘Calais Crisis’:
On the 25th June 2015 the British Government COBRA
Committee convened in Whitehall chaired by Patrick
McLoughlin, the Transport Secretary over a ‘spike in migrant arrests’ in the U.K combing with French ferry workers
striking in Calais. The following meetings were also conducted in response to the situation in Calais by humanitarian
and economic.
2nd July COBRA was convened again and this time chaired
by Oliver Letwin the minister for government policy. The
situation had now become an economic issue, with lorries
staked on the M20 in Kent and the Port of Dover Authority
reporting that it was loosing £250m a day.
29th July Theresa May, Home Secretary, was taking her turn
to chair the COBRA committee, calling for larger fencing
while a deal with the French ferry workers was supposedly
imminent.
1st August David Cameron chairs his first meeting of the
crisis after making comments that ‘a swarm of migrants’ were
attempting to breach the Eurostar tunnel.
20th August The humanitarian crisis is now branded as a
foreign policy issue, as the COBRA meeting is now chaired
by Philip Hammond, Foreign Secretary.

10
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Introduction
Theodore Price

Whether fleeing from economic or military violence, refugees and migrants are surrounded by fictional narratives.
The lives of those in forced migration take on multidimensional characters within the different sense-making frames
we construct around them. These latest human migrations
are etched into the bodies of all those who have started the
journey and into the minds of those who have witnessed it.
Stories play a large part in constructing a sense of belonging,
of home and of personal identity, but also of purpose, direction and belief. They help to order the chaotic, they make
sense of our lives while constructing a sense of progression
within the ever unfolding uncertain labyrinth.
Fables as moral stories have been used as forceful tools in
modes of power production since humans preferred deploying words over physical violence. Nationhood, citizenship
and traditions are all constructs upon which we build castles,
wars and foreign policy in the shifting sands of history.

11
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Although the state’s use of contemporary modes of communication have advanced, the narratives, structures and essence have remained the same. During the recent emergency,
COBRA-infused politicians rushed around ascribing narrative to the situation in Calais, professing to offer balance and
ballast through fabricated action and gestural political will
while in reality affecting little real change or proposing any
long-term solutions.
In the media pictorial frenzy of the state taking the helm! and
normalising the situation with one hand, they fanned the
flames of paranoia and xenophobia with the other, regurgitating the old fearful tales of ‘invasions’, ‘swarms’, ‘terrorist
infiltration’, Us vs. Them and Britain being ‘full up’. Quotas,
limits and measures translating human lives into stocks and
shares. Finally the grand narrative of the humanitarian crisis
bleeds into the election winning rhetoric of economic policy.
Unlike austerity, there will be no quantative easing, with only
a small sell-off of 20,000 British citizenship shares to appease the public market. As the penny drops we begin to
see the larger picture, making connections between UK foreign policy and mass migrations as the human feedback loop
forces itself onto our screens.
By writing fictional texts in response to COBRA, the writers
and artists collected here have produced new, raw, flash fiction stories and texts in response to the current crisis faced by
hundreds and thousands of refugees. Speedily written, they
act as a memeisis of the ‘flashpoint’ of media and political
response. What we didn’t know at the time of initial call-out
was that the situation would escalate and so we broadened
out our remit to invite fiction-based texts looking at the refugee crisis as a whole now spanning three continents rather

12
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than only Calais. The artists and writers were invited to use
the notion of fiction in its broadest possible sense and to
write a flash fiction text, a form of short story writing which
limits the word count, in this case to 1500 words. What follows is a collage of responses, some in a traditional story format, others breaking with convention and opening up the
textual space to offer ambiguity and reflect the uncertainties.
As a counter-narrative project, these stories and experimental texts do not act as markers, or signposts, they offer no
guidance or cartography. Instead they are an eclectic mix
conveying the anxiety and chaos that is present in the situation and our response to it.
Through opening up this space for questioning and processing we can begin to consider how we might move forward.
The refugees are going to increasingly suffer as they ready for
a European winter. More migrations will inevitably follow in
the future as climate change makes larger areas of the globe
uninhabitable. All we know for certain is that the opening
up of spaces for dialogue is a better initial reaction than the
construction of fences or walls. We need to consider our interdependency and realise that if one person is stranded, we
are all stranded.
There is no particular sequence to this collection; we suggest instead that you read the texts in random order.

13
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One Man
Shaun Dovaston

One man’s gut sloshed from side to side, and his lungs filled
with shallow wheezes. Pale limbs sprawled in pools arising.
Gulping on salty razors, he crunched a barren bottle in his
clasp. Reddened eyes rolled skyward with each careen. He
clocked a burst of blue bulk hovering out of shaded swirls.
World pry had arrived; buckled in, and peering down, seeking their good view. The man lay alone, yet surrounded by
sounds of helplessness. Drifting on his boat of hope. Hope
now abandoned.
‘There, Tom. Look there,’ said Millie from the helicopter, her finger waving. The many blemishes which bobbed
beneath her gaze were reflected in her studded shades.
The chopper’s hum didn’t muffle the words of prayer
passing over guilty waves, not for the survivor; pleas were all
he heard. ‘Allah save us. Allah is good. Allah rescue us.’
‘Zoomed in enough, Tom?’ said Millie.
‘Yeah, great stuff. Focussed on that one on his own,
straying. They’ll all snatch this footage up,’ said Tom.

15
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‘We’ll have to be quick on turnaround. Smash deadline. I’ll be booking LA before weeks out,’ said Millie, her
eyes widened.
A seagull swooped in, foraged nothing and flapped
off, leaving a single feather. The man’s cheek squashed against
the plastic vessel, and his palm cradled his gut. He tasted
tears. He let them roll. His son’s final words ached through
him: ‘I love you, Pappa. When the waves come, please don’t
rescue me. Let me be with my wife. I want to meet my child.
Let us be together. I love you, Pappa. Save yourself.’ The
father wailed. The soon-to-be grandfather floated further.
‘They’ll get picked up, right?’ said Tom.
The pilot dipped his head, ‘Hard to say.’
‘You still rolling?’ said Millie.
Metal blades sliced through macabre clouds, and
lenses clicked into focus. With each snooping pass up high,
below the tides turned vicious. Watery walls swirled to imprison people seeking freedom. Death was coming. Chants
united in worship became a bombardment of frenzied concern.
a voice.

‘Amaar you must swim to us. Come now!’ shouted
‘Come Amaar!’ hollered another.

The Syrian man named Amaar remained on his dinghy of dreams, alone. There was no swimming; his limbs as
heavy as his grieving heart. A tickle of hair nestled against
his neck. A swoosh of tingling musk came along the breeze.
He was sure his wife had joined him. Rescued him. He tried

16
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to hear her soothing words, but it had been so long, they
didn’t come. Memories of a loosened tie; not wanting a wet
brow on his fondest day. His love’s giggle echoed over the
sea’s curl. With a smile, Amaar recited his vows. The husband. Darling. A cherished gaze as his new wife neatened his
collar held onto; her touch, her scent, their love. Unity was
meant for a lifetime.
Distance grew wider. Waves got higher.
A steely face etched in his mind crept to char his recall. Amaar tried burying his silent query, but still it tugged:
Is there no soul behind those enraged eyes? Haunting eyes.
His wound winced as if it were as fresh as that fateful dusk.
He grasped his scar; his piercing regret. Jaw gritted, tears fell.
The boat swung. If only the gash wasn’t so deep, the knife
blunt, the bolt sturdier, flee sooner… Amaar could have
saved his wife, perhaps.
‘Damn it. E-mail from the office. They’ve gone with
big blubbery eyes, again! Damn it. I told you we should have
stayed on land,’ said Millie, flapping.
Tom tutted, and reached for the leather strap of his
bag. He grabbed the safety belt by mistake. ‘Oh god, but this
is good stuff.’
The pilot chewed his cheek and clenched a fist between his brows.
Amaar was ready. Self-blame a burden too heavy to
keep afloat. He filled his lungs. He held his breath. Dreaming to forget; the sun still shone through the shattered panes
on the men who came, and they were too wired on that day,
and he didn’t recall their faces, just their eyes; their hateful
eyes, and their angry voices. Amaar was too beaten. The con17
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flict too close. The man; the griever. Victim. They sliced away
more than a part of him that day. He was halved. Widowed.
His love’s scream forever replaying through his mind.
The drifter submitted himself to the depths of
oblivion. Aspirations of refuge went away. He ignored the
people’s calling; the deafening blare of guilt was too strong.
He longed to join his kin in the better place.
Amaar’s weighty lids met. His son smiled. His wife’s
welcoming arms open wide. He heard what he had yearned
to hear in a new land filled with hope: ‘Grandpa.’
The man knew there was a better place.
Lightening threatened, making the team turn back.
Millie glared at her Rolex, and she looped her hair in a knot.
Tom clicked off his lenses and zipped them snug. The pilot
peered over his shoulder, and he swore to himself; that was
his very last flight.
‘Only on eight percent. Got your charger?’ said Millie. ‘There’s still the evening slots, right?’
Tom didn’t reply. Busy crushing candy.
New chapter safety was so near, but so far. One family’s desperation became a destiny of death. A few hundred
people hugged by orange jackets, and only one remained: a
thirty second newsflash. His name was Amaar, but viewers
never knew.
The world watched. Some people helped the best
they could. Opinions were formed, but shaped by agenda.
Victims turned to targets. Nations debated whilst tides took
the old and the young. The sea does not discriminate; only
people do.
18
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Sons and Daughters and Mothers and Fathers
seeking safety from a war-torn life and they are met by a
barrage of walls. The cameras still rolled. They’ll always roll;
an ugly history recorded.
The man kept drifting.
They all were drifting.
Humanity is drifting.

19
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A Future History Of Early 		
21st Century Migration.
What’s In A Number?
Hugh Jordan

The initial outcry over The Migrant Game attracted millions
more to the Facebook page. A derisory comment from the
European President created a spike in web traffic of over
13 million hits in ten minutes. Facebook removed the page
from its site. The creator, a Swiss teenager named Jens, was
indicted in Germany on an updated (and some argued inapplicable) charge of gross public indecency. It was a pyrrhic
victory. Within days, new more hospitable versions of The
Migrant Game appeared online: players able to bet and win
real money rather than bonus points.
Butterfingered anger in the press, directed primarily at the
European Parliament for introducing the registration system
(a tag, given to migrants on processing, identifying originnumber-destination: ER-1756-DE, for example, denoting
the 1756th migrant from Eretria attempting to make it to
Germany), was dropped within days. Vitriol risked speeding readership losses. New versions of The Migrant Game
were pulling more ‘silver surfers’ onto the Web than anything
since Farmland.
21
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A coalition of charities, including Amnesty, Red Cross and
MSF launched the ‘My-Grant Game’. Despite expensive
promotional campaigns, the charitable version failed to win
the public away from sites allowing profiteering. As one commentator remarked, something of a ‘return to Roman values’
had taken hold of the West. Stock markets in Frankfurt and
London fell by more than 20%; TV network ratings were
down 15 points, leading several major advertisers to move
their accounts wholly online; worst hit were bookmakers: Q4
industry profits fell by almost 40%.
A consortium lobbied the European Parliament to allow
official, regulated outlets to handle the vast monetary
flows now involved, and to extend broadcast rights to networks. The European Parliament refused to budge. The UK
government, concerned about providing ammunition to the
‘No’ campaign in the country’s upcoming 2017 EU referendum, broke ranks from Europe and legislated betting on
‘migrant movement patterns’ and the euphemistically termed
‘migrant outcomes’ (‘death’ replaced by a catch-all ‘failure to
reach destination’). The deal’s headline condition: a 50% tax
on all profits, ring-fenced for funding migrant-related projects.
In the space of two months, four major betting conglomerates and a global TV network relocated their headquaters
to the UK. With the Chinese economy sinking like a reverse
sunrise, millions of Chinese citizens invested their money
into various incarnations of The Migrant Game in the hope
of winning back stock market losses. The UK boomed and
at the end of 2016 the European Parliament buckled and
sanctioned betting on migrant movements and outcomes. In
what some saw as a direct swipe at the UK, it taxed profits
at 45%.
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Protest movements, starting in Spain then spreading to
France, Germany and the UK, criticised the European Parliament for what they saw as the increasing commoditisation
of the migrant situation. ‘I am not a number’ appeared on
Facebook profiles across Europe. Activists armed with sewing machines flew to camps along the migrant route and designed personalised T-Shirts with the wearer’s name in large
letters across the front. Within hours, a bet on whether or
not a migrant would be seen wearing a personalised T-shirt
appeared across versions of The Migrant Game.
Since TV networks had entered into the fray, all regulation
tags given to migrants were fitted with GPS tracking, cameras and audio equipment. Whereas in the initial incarnation
of The Migrant Game on Facebook, players would win bonus
points if their migrant appeared in the background during
TV news footage (extra if interviewed), punters could now
follow their migrant 24/7. For some this still wasn’t enough:
many flew out to the camps, either organised themselves or
through ‘Meet Your Migrant’ packages offered online. Gap
year companies experienced a boon in pre and post-students
following the entire migrant trail - ‘Routers’, as they became
known in the press. Some sponsorship money Routers raised
on JustGiving and similar sites went to charities but a far
larger proportion was spent along the way: buying meals and
travel tickets for migrants. Nearing the end of the trail, lump
sums would often be handed to migrants to help them start
a new life in their country of destination.
After it emerged that some Westerners were seeking out and
helping specific migrants, on whom large bets had already
been placed, TV networks and bookies placed umpires along
the route (the cost tax-deductible, as it was claimed umpires
helped ensure safe passage for migrants). Umpires did little,
however, to step in and stop the increasing level of violence
23
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along the trail: clashes between Routers, often drunk or high,
and activists, now commonplace. TV networks, filming reality shows following Routers through the ‘party camps’ of Kos
and Trapani, were accused of encouraging acrimony by setting Routers daily tasks such as ‘Alpha-get’, in which Routers
had to create phrases using letters cut from migrant clothing.
According to reporters along the trail, some migrant families
were taking large detours to avoid the main camps.
Concerns about systemic corruption increased: a day after
a large bet ‘shorting’ migrants making it across Macedonia was placed the Macedonian government announced it
would be erecting a fence along its Albanian border. In another incident, scores of migrants were blown up by WWII
landmines in Hungary (which historians were unable to find
any records of in documents) after a similarly large ‘failure to
reach destination’ bet. And a piece of investigative journalism
in the FT revealed that some of the major people smuggling gangs were buying up large shareholdings in bookies
involved in The Migrant Game.
Even avid TV viewers expressed doubts. Rumours swirled
on ‘OMG! TMG!’ and other fan sites that some migrants
were making the journey three or more times, encouraged
to perpetually run the gauntlet by a lack of job opportunities
for unskilled labour in their country of destination and the
easy money to be made from Router hand-outs along the
trail. Screenshot photos were compared and commented on.
It was even suggested that networks were bribing migrants
to return to their homelands and make the journey again,
although this remained unsubstantiated.
A turning point came when two British teenagers, due to
start at Oxford University the following year, drowned on
a people smuggling boat. They were dismissed as foolhardy
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adrenalin junkies but ‘extreme routing’ - as the practice of
Westerners starting their journey from a war zone, rather
than a European refugee camp, became known - grew in
popularity. A trio of French girls died in a boat off the coast
of Lampedusa, an Italian died in mortar fire while still in
Syria, and a group of Austrians were shot in unknown circumstances in Libya, all in quick succession.
Prominent intellectuals appeared on TV debates in Europe
debating why affluent young persons were risking their lives
to travel in migrant boats. For many it was simply the naivety
of youth. Some pointed to the selfishness of the act, depriving those who genuinely need a place on the boats. Others,
equally critical, to the fact that that these persons were funding criminals. There were those who suggested that a lack
of meaning in the contemporary Western lifestyle, a lack of
purpose, could explain the appeal, that the camaraderie experienced through being part of a mass movement should
not be underestimated as a pull factor.
One flustered reporter, padding to fill a mid-morning live
news segment, posed the question confounding Europe to a
migrant passing through a small town on the Croatian border. The migrant, a slender man with wiry hair and tired eyes,
stared at the reporter for a while, then shrugged and carried
on walking.

25
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Veritas temporis filia:
he who fell; commerce;
governance;
the Opal Coast; lace.
Isabella Streffen

1.
A desperate man threw himself under a train. / He’d been
sitting opposite me for about an hour. And when the train
stopped, he got up and got off, no flicker of what was to
come. / I watched him, idly – I was not getting off, I was
half-conscious in the morning sun – as he strode to the opposite platform, / simply and easily fell down in front of an
on-coming train… How could that oncoming train be moving fast enough to hit him, to squash him? / No-one knew
where he’d come from, or where he was going to, all that
remained of his living was a scrunched up piece of paper /
that he’d discarded on his seat, or which had slid from his
pocket, who can say? Was it a pattern, a clue, a design for a
tattoo perhaps?

27
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2.
I was three hours late for a job interview due to a train
suicide. I was desperate. It was combatative: I fenced around
my subject. / Afterwards, as shock settled in, I sat outside
the Great North Terminal and cried so much that people
stared. / I fended off a stranger’s concerns with a best-seller
by a contemporary author, a barrier, a controlling device, an
unassailable boundary. / I read hard and I cried hard, harder
and harder, more and more mucus and spume. I read a tale
of governance, of succession, of legitimacy. / I cried for the
man who fell, for his desperation and mine, for the spare text
and the power of the author, for the arrest of her words. / I
cried for the spectacle of the betraying and the beheading
of women, for the children they lose in the plays of power
games.
3.
“When I am dead and opened, you shall find ‘Calais’ lying
in my heart”. / The loss of Calais in 1558 was an ideological blow to Mary, Queen of England, France, Spain, both
the Sicilies, Jerusalem and Ireland. / According to Raphael
Holinshed, nothing would have meaning for her until she
recovered the city. Within the year she was dead, / leaving
behind a regime that was struggling to reconcile a modern
form of government with a medieval system of tax collecting, / and which was yet to fully implement her plans for
currency reform. / The following year, William Lee invented
the stocking frame. Two centuries later, Leavers developed
the machine loom from Lee’s frame.

28
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4.
I know I’m going to flee. It’s the only feasible solution. Everything here is getting out of hand. I should go while I’m
still able. / I can get together some money, quite a lot of
money – I’ve got a professional career behind me – which
should get me across the water. / There will be opportunity,
and safety, and freedom from political and religious oppression. And the people there, they believe in equality, / though
I’m quite afraid of how they might treat a foreigner, someone
they see as being on the other side in this great war of ours. /
I’ll hide my technological secrets in my clothes, pray I don’t
end up in the sea, find somewhere to live, work, start a family: the usual. / I never thought I’d leave, but I can’t go on. If
I’m caught, I’ll be put to death. It’s Nottingham, 1812. I’m
headed for Calais.
5.
The impressionist painters came here, for the light and for
the ground, for the oysters and the iridescence. / And storytellers. One whose serials gripped the nation met his mistress here, though he left his walking cane. Paris came, and
London. / The Casino brimmed full every night, booming
and fleecing, both stealthy and blatant amongst the pines.
What an economy. / The world came, was welcomed, for a
while, but it was soon burnt and blasted away. / We built
great ears that could listen across the sea, to hear the stories
of those that once we loved and cajoled into our local rows. /
We missed our connection, as we always do.
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The Journey From Hell
Jade Amoli-Jackson

I wish my dad was still alive. I would not have gone through
what I did because he might have protected me from those
horrible people wearing army uniforms and heavy boots.
My dad was shot dead together with my twin sister while
they were on the veranda taking evening tea and, that same
month, my husband was killed and beheaded. I had to bribe
them for his headless body to be returned to me so that I
could give him a decent burial. My mum, my little sister and
my brother were in another town at the time of those brutal
killings.
After all this violence, I continued looking after my mum, my
children, my late sister’s children, my little sister, my brother
and other orphans, widows and widowers. I continued with
my businesses and never thought of leaving my country because we had to help other people who had lost their parents,
children and so forth. I had a big farm with over two hundred cattle, other animals and chickens. My mum carried on
as best she could. She was never convinced that leaving your
country was the answer. Where I come from, women’s opinions do not matter much but, to be frank, my mum would
have objected to me or my siblings travelling to Europe or
31
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any other country. I carried on as best I could for them even
if it hurt so much to see my beloved country turn into a
butcher’s den.
I was the eldest child. After I finished university I went on
to work as a sports reporter and married a major in the army
and we had three beautiful children. Unfortunately, when
the government was overthrown he refused to work for the
new government as there had been a lot of bloodletting and
both civilians and army personnel had been killed. After that
we decided to move back to the town where he came from
and open a farm. We also opened shops, a bar and had other
small businesses.
We helped people cross into other countries when their lives
were in danger. Because there were so many children, women
and men who had nothing, I started a group for orphans,
widows and widowers and we were a big, happy family. Most
of them lived with us and we built houses for them. You
could not have differentiated between my children and my
adopted children who went to school together. They called
me Mum and I treated the elderly survivors as if they were
my parents because that was how they were to me. I was
very grateful to have a family. I owned a bar with a television screen in the town where people from every walk of
life came in the evening to drink and watch sports. When
the English Premier League was on, you could hear people
cheering their respected teams and when it was World Cup,
we all cheered England – if anybody tried to support another
team, they were given their marching orders.
I used to go to the city to collect things for the shops and
bar and to buy second hand clothes for my growing family. One day I went as usual but, on my return, someone at
the roadblock told me ‘don’t go home!’ I could not ask him
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if my children were safe because he disappeared lest he be
seen talking to me, the niece of a former president. I am
so grateful to him because if I had gone home that day I
would have been shot dead there and then. When I arrived
at my friend’s house in the village, I was told that they had
taken my three children and all the kids who called me mum
and all my neighbours. I had to take refuge in the village, in
friends’ houses sleeping on their floors. From time to time,
I would go to the woods looking for my children but there
was no sign of them. One night, the army came to the village where I had taken refuge. They surrounded us burning
huts, looting people’s livestock and other things. People were
shot and killed when they tried to run, even children; no
one was safe. We were rounded up like cows and forced to
stand close together and warned that any false move would
be greeted with a bullet, so we stood there like scarecrows
shaking like leaves. After the looting and burning of the village, we were marched into the bush. We walked for about
over twenty-four hours. Those who were too weak to walk,
were shot dead. We pretended not to have seen any of it because if you so much as glanced in their direction, that would
be the end of you.
We were finally told to stop. The big man (afande) barked
orders to his men and I found myself shivering and I remember weeing myself. We waited to be ordered into our
dormitory. It was a swampy place which also became our
food. We slept on the ground and ate the mud. We were
tortured for not respecting the big man. We were raped, even
the children. One of my friends was raped with her daughter
who was just two months old and afterwards she decided
enough was enough, and killed herself and her daughter. I
lived in those conditions for two months, until one day a
boy, whose parents I had helped cross into another country,
came and indicated to me that I should sleep in his tent that
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night. I went with him to his tent and he gave me water to
wash myself and food. He then told me that he would help
me get out of there because I had helped save his parents’
lives. He made me sleep on a mattress for the first time in
two months but I was like a zombie; I did not know or care
what was going on.
Very early in the morning, he came and ordered me to go
with him to pick some fruits and vegetables so we walked for
a long time until when we got near a village. Here he told me
to walk on and never look back so I limped on. When I saw
a house I went and asked for water but the man just looked
at me and closed his door, so I had no choice but to carry
on. After a while the man came after me riding his bike. He
stopped, helped me on his bike and gave me some water to
drink then he took me to my friend’s house on his bike. I
think the soldier had alerted my friends because when I arrived, a doctor was already there waiting to treat me. I could
not even wash myself as I was on the verge of death. They
saved my life. They had been in the same regiment as my
husband and had all became business men, like him. They
told me that they had a friend in the UK called John whose
girlfriend was from their village.
After a few days, they told me that they were taking me to a
hospital in the city so that I could get well. I did not remember my journey until some days later when I saw a white face
and realised that I was safe at last. I passed out again, I don’t
know why, maybe because I was so relieved. It took me a long
time to get better and even now the torture stills haunts me.
I still travel on the London buses looking for my children,
thinking that someone may have helped them to safety, like
I was helped.
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I Am The Serpent
Invaginate
Emma Bolland

I am the serpent invaginate. A trinity of absence. Void times
three. Dark cylindrical ethers. I am the blind worm that never blinks. I am huge with indifference.
I am the serpent invaginate. Forty metres below the seabed.
Three tunnels. Fifty kilometres long. These are your words.
Not mine. My language is neutral. I am a trinity of absence.
I am the serpent invaginate. A trinity of absence. Three tunnels. To either side the trains run to and fro on single tracks,
each with its own direction. An ecstasy of locomotion passes
through me; the pleasures of faecal steel. I ingest. I excrete.
These are your words. Not mine. My language is neutral. I
am a trinity of absence.
I am the serpent invaginate. Void times three. The outer is
connected to the inner by cross-passages situated every three
hundred and seventy five metres – a networked penetralia.
This central tunnel allows access for maintenance. This tunnel is not a track but a road. This tunnel allows access to
rescue teams and is said to serve as a safe haven if passengers
need to be evacuated. This tunnel is said to serve as a refuge.
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Air pressure is higher in this tunnel to prevent the ingress
of smoke from fires in the rail tunnels: a safe haven, a safe
passage. Fires do not harm me. I am fleshless and boneless.
I am huge with indifference. I am the serpent invaginate.
Void times three. You will choke: chest constricted. You
will burn: skin peeled. A flaming swarm. The pain. Do not
trust a safe haven. Do not trust a safe passage. Do not look
for refuge for there is none. These concepts do not concern
me. I am huge with indifference. These are your words. Not
mine. My language is neutral. I am a trinity of absence.
Let us be clear – I DO NOT CARE.
I am the serpent invaginate. I am huge with indifference.
The two rail tunnels are seven metres and sixty centimetres
in diameter and are thirty metres apart. I do not care about
measures. Increments do not concern me. I am huge with
indifference. Each rail tunnel has a single track. Each rail
has a catenary hung with light and power. I have no need
of light. I have no need of power. I am the blind worm that
never blinks. I am huge with indifference. Each rail tunnel has two walkways, one for maintenance, and the other
for use in the event of an emergency evacuation. I have no
need of maintenance. I am indifferent to your evacuation. I
am the serpent invaginate. A trinity of absence. Void times
three. Dark cylindrical ethers. The walkways are designed
to maintain the trains in upright positions and straight lines
of travel in the event of derailments. I do not care about derailments. An ecstasy of locomotion passes through me; the
pleasures of faecal steel. I ingest. I excrete. These are your
words. Not mine. My language is neutral. I am a trinity of
absence.
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I am the serpent invaginate. Void times three. The service
tunnel is forty metres and eight centimetres in diameter and
lies between the two rail tunnels fifteen metres away from
each of them. Distance does not concern me. The trains
in the south tunnel travel from the mainland to the island.
The trains in the north tunnel travel in the reverse. There is
desire in these directions. Direction does not concern me. I
am huge with indifference. These are your words. Not mine.
My language is neutral. I am a trinity of absence.
I am the serpent invaginate. I have no beginning and no end.
I am huge with indifference. The tunnels are bounded by
terminals. One terminal is located eight kilometres from the
undersea tunnels. One terminal covers an area of a hundred
and fifty hectares. To prevent the sides of the adjacent escarpment from subsiding the site was stabilised before construction. To eliminate steep slopes the site was raised to
level out the soil. There are no restrictions on moving land.
There is no anxiety in moving soil. One terminal is one of
the largest land-travel complexes in Europe. One terminal
covers an area of six hundred and fifty hectares. Its perimeter
is twenty-three kilometres long. Before construction the
marshy soil was covered with a fifty centimetre thick layer of
sand. They bring the sand from other places. They bring the
sand from other lands. There are no restrictions on moving
land. There is no anxiety in moving sand. I do not recognise
your terminals. I do not recognize your lands. Beginnings
and endings do not concern me. Space is huge with indifference. I am huge with indifference. These are your words.
Not mine. My language is neutral. I am a trinity of absence.
I am the serpent invaginate. I am indifferent to your passage. To access the terminals all vehicles must go through
tolls. Travellers must go through border controls carried out
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by police and customs. All controls are carried out before
departure. I have no boundaries. I have no borders. I do not
notice your controls. Conceptual sphincters patrolled by the
arbitrary. I do not recognise your defence. I do not recognise
your desperation. You do not concern me. At either end is
still the void. A void expanded. A field of absence. Terrain
is not territory. Space is is huge with indifference. These
are your words. Not mine. My language is neutral. I am a
trinity of absence.
Let us be clear – I DO NOT CARE.
I am huge with indifference. I am the blind worm that never
blinks. Dark cylindrical ethers. Void times three. A trinity
of absence.
I am the serpent invaginate.
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Lunch with the FT: The State
Nicolas Hausdorf

I meet the State at Pauly Saal in Berlin.
The restaurant, located in a former Jewish girls’ school in
Berlin’s nouveau riche Mitte district has a reputation as a
meet-up for a rather well-established but arty crowd, perhaps
a rather unusual scenery for my meeting with this equally
legendary, infamous and timeless entity. The suggestion thus
comes as a surprise which makes me accept it with all the
more gusto. “But dinner instead of lunch”, the State says as
I talk to it on the phone two days before our meeting and I
confirm, knowing about the difficulties of scheduling with
those high in demand. As I sit down at an impeccably white
and stiffly clothed wooden table glowing against the calming
pine green of the rather cosy yet firm upholstered benches,
I behold the large cruise missile propped up in the back of
the room and overshadowing the entirety of the scenery. An
odd sort of humour: a reference perhaps to the many deeds
and dealings of this heavy-weight legend of human history
I’m about to meet?
The State rushes in with swift and adroit movement, a vivid
and unusually capricious energy filling the entire space. Per39
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haps something I would not have expected, I’m admitting to
myself, having envisioned some sort of slow gravitas. He sits
down entirely elegantly, yet expressing almost boyish charm
and energy.
“Hello, how are you”, I utter perhaps too stiffly as I’m lifting
myself in an failing attempt to reciprocate his relaxed movement.
“Hello there, good to see you. I hope you have not been waiting for long. Well, you know how it is, busy times”, the State
tells me convivially, as if we were members of one old and
well-established team. It speaks in a smooth and pleasant
accent, I could only qualify as transatlantic.
“So we finally meet”, the State envelops me in a beaming
smile and I am a bit taken, perhaps even charmed by this
open display of warmth. I’m beholding the vital and young
appearance of the state. It wears a white-dotted navy suit,
some sort of marine coloured and silkish longsleeve shirt
underneath. Its smooth face is adorned with gold-rimmed
glasses, a peculiar ornament I would have rather expected
from some sort of Scandinavian curator or Dutch advertising type.
We’re ordering the May menu and a 2009 Riesling Halenberg GG praised to us by the menu as a grandiose balancing
act between delicacy and strength with a floral bouquet of
cherry and wild roses.
I’m asking about the crisis in Calais.
“Yes, it’s an important question to ask. I mean, we both know
we need immigration in this society, its not even a choice
given the current demographic development. Everything
else is a bit absurd, isn’t it”
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The State says these words in a considerate manner, with
its voice lowered to a more serious but empathetic tone. I’m
surprised at its frank response concerning the question, I also
did not expect an answer in this direction. I’m asking if the
current approach of the police is not a bit heavy handed?
“Yes, I certainly agree. It is a bit of a show off and symbolic
politics but let it not distract you. See, we want immigration,
it is the people who do not, the working and petit bourgeois
classes in particular. So we have to give them a bit what they
want.”
The wine blends excellently with the calve tartar assembled
next to a small pile of quinoa with radish and basil. I’m asking if it was not rather the media creating feelings of xenophobia amongst the people.
“No, xenophobia comes naturally to them, it is a sentiment
that needs both restraint and careful sculpting and directing.
It is actually just you university types, who like immigration,
because you have not thought it through and you think it
won’t affect you. The Guardian section, as we like to call you.
You should remember that immigration traditionally has
rather been an agenda by the industrialist class, and the internationalist capitalists. It used to be a leftist demand to
protect the borders. Today this has changed. If you look for
common opinions between a Goldman Sachs CEO and today’s left you’ll find immigration.”
I’m asking the State why it thinks that immigration is in the
interest of this elite.
“It’s easy economics. It is not like we do not have enough of
a labour force - look at the unemployment rates. People in
Europe simply have too high standards and are too proud
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to do badly paid labour, so we need to constrain them to get
moving again. We need cheap labour, if we want to build a
global society that has stabilised its relations. This is the way
of the 21st century. And Europe with its social, consumer
and employee protection standards stands in the way of such
a truly global society. Perhaps the simple people feel that this
is going to cost them the privileges they used to have. Now
finally we’re building leverage against such behaviour. Just a
silly and antiquated white male privilege, if you think about
it, isn’t it? So those who are against immigration, we will
make sure they are right in their intuition.”
While I’m listening attentively to the State’s words, I’m
slowly disassembling the buttery-soft turbot and fusing it
with the Chanterelles on the back of my fork. I find them
both to be of an excellent quality and perhaps perfectly prepared although the Swiss chard appears just a tad bit too raw
for my taste.
“What we need to do is get people in touch with their feelings again, we want to show the hope and the misery of refugees, the urgency of the situation, there cannot be time to
think. Our humanity forbids it. Of course there are the intellectuals from Africa and the Middle East who know that
this type of immigration is a veritable catastrophe which is
sustainably destroying their countries and robbing it of its
vital forces but we think it is a fair price they and people here
have to pay for the truly global society without borders of
the future.”
I’m asking the State what a global society would look like.
“Of course, in this global world, there already is rapid population growth, so we cannot afford the consumerist middle
classes any more because they are wasting too many re-
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sources, are proud and hard to govern. The good thing is that
they will choose to abandon their social systems themselves
once they see that they are just paying for the immigrant
they have to increasingly compete with but cannot identify
with. And the best thing is, those humanist middle classes
will eventually do the job themselves, once they find out that
their projection of the noble savage does not match the reality. You see the left is the right who does not know that it is.
The waiter refills the State’s and my glass with wine. They
exchange a quick and almost imperceptible nod as if they
know each other.
“It’s not the best place in Berlin”, the State confides to me,
“but it’s ok, it was on my way and I like the area. These Mitte
types,” the state says blinking at an elegant women nearby
who reciprocates the gesture with a girlish smile.
By now, I’m a bit confused by the State’s answers to my question, the interview is not quite going into the direction I had
expected. I take another sip of my Riesling which appears to
have warmed up to an even fuller bouquet.
I’m asking the State if it considers it elegant the way people
are treated and the situation is conducted, given that the
country actually needs the migrants. The State listens to my
question, attentively and slowly nodding at it, before tilting
its head and answering softly.
“I would like to make myself clear, because I am not entirely
sure whether you comprehend the situation in its complexity.
Yes, we need those immigrants, but we also need these dehumanising images of the migrant as flood and the polarising
behaviour of the police force. First of all, this will create a
healthy competition on an identity level in the population
and a social status system which reassures the locals and cre43
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ates the necessary dynamic. Also, it is important to have a
sort of insurance in case things do not go the way we expect
them to. Then people will know who is responsible for their
situation: the immigrants. We are currently funding the new
generation of right-wing parties in Europe, just in case.”
The clarity and spaciousness of this restaurant is impeccable
I find, the ceilings must be at least seven meters high. The
geometric assembly of the tables is matched by the walls that
are brick for perhaps two of the seven meters.
“Do you never just wonder about the current mediatised
fuss, when the situation has existed for at least a decade?
See, we could easily solve this crisis, make it disappear rather
elegantly, paying off the regimes in question, blocking the
boats, sending off the refugees straight away. If small Eastern
European states can handle this crisis, what makes you think
a country like England or France cannot?”
“So why do you not just do it”, I hear myself asking in genuine wonder.
“These states are still running on a nationalist software. What
we need here economically is freedom of movement to lower
labour costs and social contributions. On a political level, we
rather perceive the future to be in the past. We are strongly
inspired by the advantages of the old British colonial model:
a multitude of strong, if possible victimary identities is not
the worst thing for us. As you may have noticed we have
been pursuing and funding a policy of diversity, a democracy
of identities: racial, sexual, the more identities the better. At
the end of this process, the citizen will have transformed into
a true individual. While on the one hand we produce this
only dignified form for human beings, it also allows us to
maximize our capacities and leverage for governance.”
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“Governance”, I hear myself saying, more affected by the
wine, than I had hoped for.
“Yes”, the State says, glancing at me briefly, perhaps condescendingly as if struck by a sudden fading interest.
I’m asking the State how it plans to resolve the situation.
“I’m not interested in resolving the situation. I’m dealing my
cards, positioning myself. Have you read Thomas Hobbes?”
The State hands me what appears to be a sort of tarrot card.
There is an image of the “Leviathan” on it. It reads:
Bellum omnium contra omnes.
“Civil War?” I’m asking.
“You may not see it yet, but it is always there, as a possibility. War comes in cycles, inevitably, - although it still seems
like a very remote possibility to you. Keep your eyes and ears
to the streets, villages, the internet. Think of the beaches in
Greece, Italy - the irruptions of popular anger. Radicalised
muslim youth. Refugees from Libya, Syria and the Balkans.
It is a cleansing and purifying phenomenon, a sort of social
homeostasis.”
For the first time, I notice how the State’s words are spiked
with some rather exotic and edgy pronounciations subtly appearing at the end of only every other sentence. I meanwhile
fail to determine their exact origin. As I am listening thoroughly, I am both increasingly stunned and astounded by
the tenderness and rich flavour of my regional Brandenburgarea chicken.
While I contemplate the words of the State, I also start perceiving a slight sensation of heaviness, seemingly originating
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from the wine. I notice this to some surprise, as it was only
half a glass I had ordered while the state seems to have been
drinking continuously, while appearing to be rather unaffected by it.
“You must forgive me”, the State’s forehead produces a concentration of serious and elegant frown lines. “Unfortunately,
I have another meeting and have to leave very soon. You are
going to pay the bill for me if you don’t mind”, the State
looks me straight in the eye, testingly and with some light
humour.
I answer that of course I will, and that this is the deal.
“Good, you will also pay for the past meals I’ve had here, the
waiter knows”.
I chuckle and brush off this statement of a rather exotic and
odd humour, not uncommon for these hip types, I’m thinking. The State’s expression appears untainted by my reaction,
his eyes meanwhile appear to have transformed into something rigid.
By now, I feel slightly paralysed from the Riesling, the succession of seemingly small and light portions of food adding
up in my stomach, the dry and frank conversation.
I am becoming aware of the waiter standing next to me. He
has, as is rather uncommon courtesy, already positioned himself to present me with the bill. I look at the State asking if it
is serious about me footing the bill for his past meals that I
had not even attended, or let alone anything to do with at all.
“Yes. I am always serious”.
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I find myself rather confused faced with this seemingly erratic and confrontational gesture. For the first time I get a
chance to look the State directly into its eyes and notice the
fragmented velvet of its dark green irises that appear cracked
on the upper half. Thick black lines are traversing the stroma
and extend like exploded sunrays from the pupils. Still confused and with some indignation, I’m finally preparing to
raise myself to bid the State goodbye. But the waiter standing next to me lays his large hand on my shoulder, gently
suggesting for me to remain seated, while presenting me the
bill.
“Well, goodbye, then, we will speak”, I’m saying half out loud
into the direction of the State who has already swiftly and efficiently left for the door, merely addressing a condescending
nod into my direction. I’m struggling and aiming at regaining my posture. The waiter is still there and while he does
not hold me down with force or even touch me, his large and
threatening hands still appear to insist I remain seated.
“What are you doing, oh I find this is unacceptable,” I mumble at him with a fading voice, failing to provoke a reaction.
Of course I am thinking, I would usually never accept such
a behaviour under normal circumstances. It is only that I am
rather tired after the extensive meal and the wine. Also the
waiter looks rather a bit brutal and fierce now in this light
and also he is standing there leaning above me, while I am
only sitting.
“I find this is unacceptable, do you hear me”, I hear myself
saying again, yet perhaps rather to myself, while I’m signing
the bill. I’m content that I’m only leaving a very small tip, far
below the common 15%. This is going to teach these people
some manners, I’m thinking. The waiter takes the signed bill
from me, lightly brushing off my shoulder without looking
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at me. As he bids me goodbye, he moves his hands so that
they indicate an invisible trajectory towards the exit.
“This is simply unacceptable” , I’m telling myself, now feeling ironic looks of other guests beholding me, as I am leaving the restaurant. (Although, I could not tell with absolute
certainty, whether anyone was actually noticing me).
Of course, I would usually never accept such a thing, I’m telling myself. It was only that I felt a bit heavy from the food
and the wine and that I did not want to cause a scene.
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Watermelon Jewellery
Richard Wilson

When I worked as an English language teacher it was funny
actually because Vlad, a tailor’s son from eastest Europe, paid
for me to go on holiday with him. He wasn’t queer or anything, he just wanted to see if he could survive on a desert
island; and didn’t think he’d manage without a basic good
grasp of the English language.
Queer isn’t my word, it’s his. He was often homophobic and
occasionally racist, but then they’re all a bit like that over
there aren’t they. In such a line of work you soon realise the
world’s well stocked when it comes to prejudice. Some days
you begin to wonder if we atheist liberals might be no more
than a blip, an historical anomaly, a peak on the graph of
global enlightenment. You ponder if the world’s not soon to
descend once more into darkness, outnumbered and overwhelmed by superstition, bigotry and general savagery. On
brighter days such thoughts don’t cross your mind.
Supposedly your role is to introduce them to the culture as
well as the language. So there’s perhaps some small onus on
the dilligent teacher to challenge their backward ways. But I
was always hungover, and you get doubtful, I mean some of
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them are from war-torn countries, some are refugees, some
have been properly persecuted. Who am I to correct the
minds of full-grown adults? Their stupidity’s hard won, their
intolerance rooted in Realpolitik. By contrast my progressive, clinical humanism’s been formed lazily, hazily, in a land
of peace and plenty, watching TV.
You begin to suspect it might actually be illiberal to question
their mad beliefs, arrogant, imperialist even. Then you start
to thinking well maybe it’s worse, maybe it’s much more arrogant and imperialist to simply dismiss them as backward
little people from backward little huge nations. In the end
I’d content myself with a sort of soft-power agenda, using
my control over seating plans to partner up unlikely couples,
hoping to force some cross-cultural accords.
We had these worksheets from a book called Taboos & Issues, which were designed to stimulate conversation. There’d
be an article, on a gay couple adopting a child for instance,
and then a list of points to debate. I used to relish these lessons, save them up for a treat on Friday afternoons. I gloried
in my power as chair, basked in it, abused it, I felt like the host
on one of those angry talk radio stations, merrily distributing
outrage willy-nilly. It was cathartic, a form of revenge. I’d
cut them off, silence them, deliberately mis-represent their
views; there wasn’t a foul trick I wouldn’t employ to wind
them up. I was the conductor of an insane acapella orchestra,
making music of frustration and fury. If ever one of them
seemed to be gaining too much influence, earning nods of
approval, potentially uniting the group against me, I’d derail
them with pernickety points of syntax. They’d know their
mass punishment had begun when I drew a grammar table
on the board.
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Always at the end of these lessons I’d surmise our learning,
always we’d have learnt to be more tolerant, we’d have cast
aside our prejudices, turned our back on religion, perhaps
even decided it was no longer a good idea to talk to our families back home. They’d file out sullen and moody, the citizens
of Babel, unable to express their dissent.
Like a dictator awarding myself ever more meaningless
medals I’d take a moment to appreciate my good work. This
week they became pro-choice. This week we squashed creationism. This week we dismissed the myths around AIDS.
This week we learned to respect the dignity of transgender
people, and recycle.
In my heart of hearts I knew I’d change nothing. No matter
how hard you try, even when you seem to be making good
progress, they just go home and press reset. The next day
they come back in with their prejudices fully in tact, their
justifications leaner and their arguments better rehearsed,
thanks to all your hard work. You can chip, chip, chip at
the rock face but when you stand back it’s still a great cliff.
And what am I aiming for? My likeness on the white cliffs
of Dover? Only the environment can effect lasting change.
Their first year in London, catching the tube, going to work,
their flatmates and neighbours, parks and clubs; that’s where
the erosion occurs.
So it was with this apathetic attitude, justified by a tangled
up sense of tolerance, a tolerance for intolerance, that I
agreed to go on holiday with Vlad and turn a blind ear to his
nascent fascist tendencies.
I’d tell all my students to listen to as much Radio 4 as possible. I knew they wouldn’t but it was something to say and
I got paid to say things. I told them it was an effortless way
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to improve their pronunciation, listening and vocabulary. To
my immense surprise Vlad not only tuned in but became
an instant fan. He misunderstood just about everything he
heard, he referred to The Archers as the film about peasants
and, fatefully, assumed Desert Isand Discs to be entirely literal. He said it was a very good idea, not just for queers but
also politicians. He developed a crush on Kirsty Young. He
imagined her a flirtatious siren with limitless powers to banish the great and the good from our shores. I tried to explain
they didn’t really get cast away but he told me I was being
naïve. He asked how many islands Kirsty had, and what sea
they were in. When I said I didn’t know he gave me a withering ‘what do I pay you for?’ look. On the last day he arrived
with two tickets and an ‘all is forgiven’ expression.
En route to the island the plane crashed. Normally when a
plane crashes everyone dies but, just to balance things out,
sometimes no one dies. Never underestimate the magic of
the brace positon. Much, much later, in one of the pilot’s autobiographies, we found out what probably caused it was one
of his safety rituals. He was an extraordinarily superstitious
man, an obsessive compulsive. The ritual went something
like: ‘If I shut my eyes for sixty seconds we’ll all get home
safe’. Since it proved successful he’s now worse than ever.
Anyway, Vlad and I. We posted ourselves at the end of Walton pier. This wasn’t nearly desert island enough for Vlad but
since I’d developed a truly irrational fear of flying I insisted
we use our imaginations. Then on one of my trips into town
I noticed a chest of drawers for sale on the Co-Op notice
board. It was only £20. We took out all the drawers, turned
the chest on its back, got in and paddled off. It worked well so
we paddled back to pack. Without the drawers there wasn’t
much storage so we floated them out around us on string.
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Seen from the sea the town looked significantly lovelier than
it really was, and as she floated away England too looked
stately. It affected its green and pleasant land schtick. I wondered poetically, if Britain was not, after all, the island we
sought. Vlad prosaically confirmed it was not.
He talked with a buzz, like he had a bee trapped under his
tongue.
‘This will be kick-ass man I telling you.’
The benefits of having taught someone all their English
words, as any parent will confirm, are innumerable. Chief
among them is the ability to talk in a language of the words
they don’t yet know. Deputy chief is the ability to teach
them utter nonsense.
‘Instead of kick-ass, an Americanism, we more usually say
bummy, or bummy davenport’
His English improved a good deal. I didn’t take any textbooks, I was under strict instructions to keep it just like the
show. I should use only the bible and the complete works of
Shakespeare. His luxury was cigarettes. When I asked what
eight discs he’d choose he said,
‘Well Kirsty that’s easy question for me man, my favourite
is Scoooooter!’ Scooter as you know are a German techno
group. I’ve only ever heard renditions of their songs performed by Vlad banging the sides of our raft. They all sound
the same.
I should e-mail him one day. He gave me his brother’s business card. Periwinkle Enterprises: New York, London, Moscow, Delhi. Underneath it said Cheap Quality in curly italics. When I explained the difference between the intended
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meaning and the real meaning he sang ‘Balls! Balls! Balls!’
to the tune of Girls on Film, like I do. It was at this point I
realised I could teach him no more.
We ended in Greece selling watermelon jewellery on the
beach. What we couldn’t sell we ate at the end of the day,
that way we never went to bed hungry.
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In Straitened Times
Mark Sheerin

Jacques Derrida, the thinker whose work is my full time occupation, proposes an ethic of radical hospitality. He welcomes the arrival of the Other. He says the Other must come
before us. And so failure to embrace that person is the failure
to embrace alterity. To close borders is to close minds.
But you don’t have to be a Derrida scholar to see the racism here. You don’t have to understand Of Grammatology to
empathise with the masses, who risk their lives to reach this
promised land. Let me just say, I am pro-migrant: professionally, politically, ethically, rationally and irrationally. That
is important.
We live in the coastal town of Margate. My wife and I have a
baby girl. I have my professorship and she cares for our child.
I have three children by a previous marriage, and when my
first wife cast me out, I more or less bequeathed to her our
London home. As such I am not what you might call well
off.
Compared with most senior academics, I am quite poor.
Like Hector at the battle of Troy, I have overreached myself.
Unlike Florizel, I have allowed my lusts to run hotter than
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my faith; I have even allowed an element of romantically
amorous sentiment to besiege my middle age.
I have forsaken dignity, so my colleagues would tell you. But
my new wife is an incredible woman. She too is a migrant; a
German, no less.
You might ask whether, given the disparity of our ages and
stations, whether marriage was a wise move or just a convenient one. And I would draw your attention to the fact
that, much like me, this new wife has a PhD, and that in the
earliest days of our relationship I was so swept up in her, you
will find her name on the dedication page of my best known
book. This is what passes for love.
The PhD and the book were both, naturally, about Monsieur
Derrida. On the inside of our wedding bands we wear quotes
from the philosopher. Remove my gold ring and hold it to
the light. You will see the words: “One true sun: the Other”.
I could meditate on that all day.
We live, as one does in these straitened times, on a former
council estate. It is a mixed community. There are only so
many PLU (People Like Us). I joke about this phrase to indicate my intellectual distance from the words.
But the fact remains, there is no one here with whom I could
talk about what I do, about deconstruction. No one even uses
the word, or if they do they use it in vain to mean ‘taking
apart’.
They don’t mention that deconstruction is simply “what happens”. They don’t understand that at all.
If anyone here understands the concept - it’s not a ‘concept’
but there is no better word - if anyone understands the
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concept it is those migrants who we now find living just
down the road. With their foreign tongue and dark skin and
alien food rituals, they are deconstruction in action.
We guess, myself and my young wife, they claim benefits,
and we are only too pleased for them to be able to do so. But
at the same time we recognise that they are parasites, and I
mean that as the greatest possible compliment.
Is not my beautiful wife also a stranger, an event? Was not
Jacques “Jackie” Derrida a migrant. Yes, yes he was. He came
from Algeria to study in Paris and never went home.
For some time I have considered picking up next year’s prospectus from the department in which I teach and delivering
it in person to number 39. There are some eight of them living there, and we have briefly met them. Surely one or more
must have a literary or theoretical bent.
There are all kinds of access programmes in place and bursaries at the university…for those who circumstance might
otherwise exclude from Higher Education. I see no reason
why any one of the men at 39 (They are all young males in
their twenties or thirties); I see no reason why any of those
boys shouldn’t benefit from a liberal arts education.
And I know for a fact that any one of them could bring an
interesting and refreshing perspective to a seminar on, say,
Edgar Allan Poe. I would for example love to know what
they’d think about Fall of the House of Usher.
I know what you’re thinking. Migrants don’t speak good
English, and that may be true. But I would turn around and
say to you Japanese people don’t always speak good English
and we enrol plenty of them. I have had sensitive young men
from Kyoto with basic language skills come to me with quite
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brilliant readings of Finnegans Wake, and I have had native
speakers with first class degrees who don’t understand the
first thing about Joyce.
In that way I am sure that the three Muhammads, the two
Alis, Hakim and Jojo from 39, could pick up the gist of Derrida’s writing about Europe (The Other Heading, 1992) in
little more than a term.
I would personally see to it that they were fully integrated. I
might just recommend they changed their first names, as did
Derrida himself. Having picked over this with a colleague in
town on the day this little tale took place, I felt it was incumbent on me to take round that prospectus.
My wife greets me at the door and I slough off my coat and
unpack my bag. The baby is asleep and she takes my sandwich box to wash up at the sink. I pass her the lifestyle section from the Guardian (the supplement) and she notices my
copy of the prospectus.
This would not, in and of itself, be so unusual for me to bring
home, but of course she is curious. A marriage is more than a
meeting of minds; it is the telepathic connection of two ids.
“The migrants,” I say, as if that was that.
“The refugees” she says, correcting me.
But she needs no further explanation. She is a pragmatist
and keen to get involved. I watch her pick up the glossy book
and ask me if she could take it round. She approves at once.
Her total agreement with my wishes is, if anything, disconcerting. She leafs through the guide as if this was her idea.
But then the baby begins to scream and I go to her. We fall
into our early evening routine in which my wife cooks a sim58
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ple repast and opens the wine and I will settle our 18-month
year old daughter by reading to her from Kafka. Of course,
she is a bit too young to follow the narratives. But Kafka has
universal rhythms which children of all ages can get something from.
We drink an excellent French wine (my one indulgence) and
work through an excellent meal of pork and rice. And then
my phone chirrups and I have to speak to a student who is
writing about literature and masturbation: a very fruitful area
of research.
I take the phone into the study and close the door. Our conversation lasts 15 minutes. I try to put the student’s lively
mind at rest. Then I hang up, regard the spines of my many
books for an instant, and return to our kitchen to find: no
wife and no prospectus.
The ensuing ten minutes are among the most difficult of my
week. A lone western woman visiting a house full of desperate young men? A lone western woman with young men
who might have been brutalised by their experiences of displacement, who come from a culture with very different ways
of treating those of her gender?
To my horror, I recall that my wife, it being summer, is wearing a vest top with her jeans. For a brief moment I see dark
hands grip her pale skin and I stare in to the red depths of
my wine glass.
The feeling lasts right until I hear the key in the lock. But I
don’t feel any guilt, pas de tout. As one reads in Circumfession
(1993), we are nothing more than bobbing corks, floating at
a high tide and dancing in the light of the moon.
You, me and all the people who come in on the next boat, all
of us, just dancing.
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Biggles of the Border Force
Samuel Thomson

“Cor blimey Sarge, its another a’ them refugees, think this
one’s been floating a few days too!”
“Now, Oscar, just because a fellow might have been kipping
face down in the deep blue doesn’t mean one can be rude
from a first impression.”
“Nah Sarge, I was only tellin’ it like it is. Better fish ‘im out I
suppose, I’ll just get these gloves on the old pinkeys.”
“I say, its a bloody dirty night for it too eh, Oscar? Here,
allow me to help you with the lamp. On my count now.
One, Two, Three!”
“Phew! I think we’re a bit late ‘ere Sarge, shame they didn’t
send us out sooner hey!”
“Yes well, its not for me to say but if the aid response was
better funded, they wouldn’t be sending stereotypes like us
old salts out would they now Oscar?”
“You’ve got a point there Sarge and no mistake, but I’m glad
Sarge, I mean if they’re prone to bein’ such tight fists, don’t
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mind me sayin’, over the clean-up, they aren’t likely to be
throwin’ much away on bombs and the like, hey?”
“Ah Oscar, that’s just not the way of the world, see? The
powers that be are looking at the big picture, always two
steps ahead and war is their way of waking everybody up, of
showing us all which way the wind blows!”
“Do you mean to say Sarge, that they knew all these poor
refugees would be floatin’ on over on the tide even as they
were trumpeting the great Arab Spring?”
“In so many words, we’ll make a philosopher of you yet
Oscar!”
“Blimey, so they knew it would be...lets have a peek at his
papers now...Adnan ‘ere...that would pay the price?”
“Yes well, the bigger picture isn’t always so precise, my good
fellow.”
“But precise enough to know it wouldn’t be that young
Prince George, for instance getting ‘is ‘ome caved in and ‘is
parents shot full of ‘oles, no ‘ope left but to jump in a dingy
and pray for the best.”
“Well that’s a bit of a cheap shot, but yes Oscar, I suppose
they counted on that.”
“’ang on Sarge, I’m buildin’ to a more nuanced point ‘ere, you
might call it.”
“Yes...”
“Well, take for instance one o’ them biccies you keep dunkin’
in that mug o’ coco steamin’ in your ‘and there.”
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“Ah, but Oscar, all property, as Proudhon tells us, is...”
“’ang about, just suppose you took one of them ol’ choc-chips
out the packet, and it was a square, say, or it had raisins in
rather than bits of chocolate, and well Sarge, you just wouldn’t
tolerate that would you Sarge, bein’ a discernin’ gentleman an’
all.”
“Well, yes I suppose my tolerance and expectation of a
cookie does only go so far. One has to have boundaries and
standards you see, else what can one call one’s domain?”
“Well Sarge, that’s all ok for cookies. If you get my drift,
Sarge. That’s all ok for cookies...”
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Protect and Survive
Dean Clayton Edwards

From his vantage point on the roof, he was unable to see
much beyond the Fence, but he knew what walked there.
The pictures had been beamed all around the world, but it
was so much worse in person. He wouldn’t have been able
to believe it if he hadn’t seen it for himself. And that was
saying nothing of the smell of rotting flesh carried on the air
in every direction.
Now he believed the stories, but understanding
what was going on might come later. It might take ten years
or twenty to unravel all that was happening on the other
side.
All he knew was that he’d seen the dead walking,
eating the living, and it had scared him.
Fortunately, a second specialised team had been
deployed to protect the Fence. Nobody else went in and
nobody else came out. In theory.
His job was to guard the refugee camp south of
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the main Fence, home to thousands of men, women and
children who had. Aside from being surrounded by a chainlink perimeter, it was notable for the massive sign erected at
its south gate.
France is lost, it said.
He saw the camp clearly through the site of his rifle.
“If those people survived the bomb, the dead and the
Fence,” Stewart said, still training the rifle over their heads,
“how are we expected to keep them in the camp?”
Gunter opened one eye.
“By any means necessary,” he said, slouching further
into his chair.
“How do they make it so far?”
“They’re desperate,” Gunter said glibly.
“So are we,” Stewart said. “I mean, we’re here to
protect them, but what are they going to do when we destroy
the tunnel.”
“You’re broadcasting,” Gunter said. “Keep the
airways clear. Shut your fucking mouth. And rest assured in
the knowledge that we’re doing everything we can.”
Near the south gate of the camp, people were
throwing wood onto a fire and a young boy was boiling water.
An old woman was making something using a knife and
what looked like a table leg, while a man with one arm was
nursing the other. A young girl kicked a football fabricated
from crushed tins, splashing in shit or mud and dribbling
the metal ball between tents. If they could survive everything
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that had happened to them, and then this, perhaps he would
survive too.
At the edge of the camp, Stewart saw a tall male. He
was standing, staring into space. Through the sight, Stewart
saw that his skin was grey and drawn, his hair plastered to his
scalp. He took a few shuffling steps further into the camp, as
if propelled by strings, and stood there with his mouth open,
hands limp at his sides.
Stewart removed the safety.
“Gunter,” he said.
The infiltrator’s eyes were like egg whites. His face
was devoid of emotion, the semblance of humanity with
none of the spirit that should have animated him. It was as if
he had been superimposed onto a picture.
He was one of the dead. Inside and out.
The girl with the tin cans came upon him and fell to
the ground in fear. She gathered herself up, scrambling in the
mud, forsaking the ball and running, stealing looks over her
shoulder.
The man, if you could call him that, showed no sign
that he had seen her at all. His eyes betrayed a profound,
echoing emptiness.
The girl returned some moments later with three
guys from the camp.
“Gunter.”
She held back while they approached. Stewart saw
their mouths moving as they attempted to communicate.
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The outsider didn’t speak, of course. To him their
words would be unintelligible. He regarded them as meat
and took a purposeful stride forward.
Stewart levelled the gun at the thing’s head. From
this range and at this angle he could put a bullet into its ear.
You had to shoot them in the head if you wanted them to
stay down.
“Stewart!” Gunter said.
“Something’s happening,” warned Stewart.
“Stewart,” Gunter said urgently. “Lower your rifle.”
“Look. He’s going to kill them.”
“Stewart, stand down. That’s an order.”
Gunter was standing a few feet from him with his
arms outstretched and a look of alarm.
“What?” Stewart asked.
Gunter removed his headset and threw it to the
ground before saying:
“He’s one of ours, Stewart. Look. He’s in uniform.
He’s not even dead.”
How can you tell? Stewart thought.
He looked through the sight once more and saw the
guy in black turn slowly and look up towards his position on
the roof. The thin mouth moved silently and a moment later
a gravelly voice came through his headset and directly into
his ear.
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“Tell me you’re not pointing that fucking rifle at
me Stewart. Tell me that’s not the conversation you two are
having up there.”
“No, sir,” Stewart said.
Gunter took the rifle from Stewart’s grip.
Stewart removed his headset and threw it over the
edge of the roof.
“I don’t know why we’re here,” he said. “And I don’t
know who we’re fighting. Or who for.”
“That makes two of us,” Gunter said. “But as long
as I’m this side of the Fence, you’re not going to hear me
complaining.”
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Claire Potter
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All Things Fall
Natalie Shaw

I. Overnight standoff
We do not accept American Express
You cannot accept any more guests
They are unacceptable
There is an unacceptable disruption in Dover and Coquelles

II. First person disruption
- I was born here
- I was born here, but it doesn’t matter (exemption applies)
- I was not born here, but it doesn’t matter (exemption ap
plies)
- I was not born here, but it doesn’t matter (exemptions 1 &
2 apply)
- They were not born here
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III. My grandmother was visiting from Bulawayo
One afternoon I was playing hide and seek and thought I
had found a very clever hiding place; I jumped over the fence
at the end of our garden and crouched down in the garden
diagonally opposite ours. At first I thought the tiny stinging
sensation around my ankle must be because I had trodden on
some nettles but as I felt more and more individual stings,
I realised something else must be happening and I jumped
over the fence and one of my friends called “FOUND YOU”
as I ran into the middle of the lawn and was stung again
and again – later we found wasps in my hair and wasps in
my pants, and my little brother (who can’t have been any
older than seven) ran to me and tried to hit the wasps away
and my grandmother was staying with us at the time and I
saw her calling from the balcony, a silent figure dressed in a
white suit waving her arms and calling something and really
I am not sure how I got from the garden to the house but I
must have done because I remember I spent the rest of the
afternoon in bed watching TV, and now wasps don’t bother
me all that much, not even the time last year when one got
into my mouth by stowing away on a bacon sandwich I was
eating and stung me twice on the tongue.

IV. All things fall/get a grip
I have certainly let things slip
I have been thinking of others things
although perhaps I never had a very firm grip
preferring instead to watch water run through my fingers:
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this water, I hear, is my water
this land, I understand, is my land.
I might put up a little gate
to stop others disturbing me here.

Sources:
https://www.politicshome.com/home-affairs/articles/story/full-read-outcobra-meeting-calais
http://www.thenewartgallerywalsall.org.uk/whats-on/exhibition/matcollishaw
http://www.grammarly.com/handbook/grammar/verbs/23/verb-conjugation/
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/calais-cobr-meeting-31-july2015-statement
http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/ShowUserReviews-g51889-d5593219r291875013-Cobra_Dogs-Government_Camp_Clackamas_County_
Oregon.html
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This Green And Pleasant
Aboretum
Sharon Kivland

The Indian Bean tree, Catalpa bignonioides, is a spreading
medium-sized deciduous tree, with pale green, broad ovate
leaves. It has erect panicles of showy, bell-shaped flowers,
white, marked with orange and purple in late summer, followed by persistent, slender bean-like seed pods. The flowers
are produced in large clusters and can be so numerous as to
obscure the leaves of the tree altogether, thus ensuring its
status as one of the most appealing summer trees. It originates from the Eastern United states and was introduced to
Britain in 1726.
The Dawn redwood, Metasequoia glyptostroboides, has a conical coniferous shape, with sparse upward sweeping branches,
which give a narrow form. The leaves have short, broad needles, and may be mistaken for those of the Yew. Metasquoia
is a deciduous conifer whose needles turn a reddish-brown
before falling off in the autumn. In 1943 a small stand of an
unidentified tree was discovered in China, and described as
a new living species in 1948 when the Arnold Arboretum
of Harvard University sent an expedition to collect seeds.
Seedling trees were distributed to various universities and
arboreta.
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The Deodar cedar, Cedrus deodara, is an evergreen conifer
tree that is favoured for its weeping habit and attractive foliage. Graceful branches sweep toward the ground and then
up. Two-inch long whorled needles give this tree a soft look.
These needles drop in the spring, allowing for new growth.
Male trees produce catkins that hold copious amounts pollen, which is spread in the early spring. Female trees have
egg-shaped cones that shatter, releasing the trees seeds. It is
often used as a specimen tree in parks and other large gardens and can also be used to line streets. It originated in the
Himalayas, from Afghanistan to Nepal, and was introduced
to Britain in 1831.
The Eucalyptus, Eucalyptus, is an attractive evergreen tree
grown mainly for its interesting peeling bark and foliage,
beautiful flowers, and pleasant fragrance. These trees can
grow quite large if left unpruned. The first eucalyptus was
introduced into the British Isles in 1774 at Kew from seed
collected by Tobias Furneaux at Adventure Bay on Captain
Cook’s second voyage of 1773. From 1836 until 1847 some
of the hardier species from inland Tasmania were sent to the
British Isles.
The False Acacia, Robinia pseudoacacia, is a vigorous suckering tree, sometimes thorny, with bright yellow pinnate leaves
and racemes of pea-type flowers in early summer, sometimes
followed by seed pods. It seldom flowers freely and spreads
by suckers. It has naturalised beyond its native range in the
USA and other parts of the world. It was brought to Europe
in the seventeenth century as an ornamental and a source of
timber, and has been known from the wild in Britain since
1888.
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The Common Fig, Ficus carica, is a large shrub or small tree
grown for its succulent fruit and beautiful architectural foliage. It thrives in the garden, in a container, in a glasshouse,
or trained against a wall. It flowers within syconium, a type
of inflorescence formed by an enlarged, fleshy, hollow receptacle with multiple ovaries on the inside surface that swells
into fruit. The first fig tree thought to have been planted in
Britain is attributed to Cardinal Pole (later Archbishop of
Canterbury) who planted a tree in the garden of the Palace at Lambeth around 1552. This tree was likely to have
been brought back from Italy by Pole who had lived there
for some time. Although the exact cultivar of fig he planted
is not known, ‘White Marseilles’ fig trees were recorded as
growing in the Palace gardens in 1700s and may well have
originated from Pole’s original tree.
The Ginkgo, Gingko biloba, is a deciduous tree, which develops an irregular, spreading crown with age, fan-shaped,
two-lobed leaves, and on female trees, unpleasantly scented
yellow fruits each containing a single large seed with a fleshy
outer coat (resembling a plum in appearance). These fall to
the ground in autumn, and as the seed coat decays it exudes
a rancid smell. It is pollinated by the wind. The species grew
in the gardens of temples in the East, and the first seeds were
brought to Europe in the 1700s.
The Horse chestnut, Aesculus hippocastanum, has smooth,
pinky-grey bark when young, which darkens and develops
scaly plates with age. Twigs are hairless and stout, buds are
oval, dark red, shiny and sticky. The palmate leaves comprise
five to seven pointed, toothed leaflets spreading from a central stem. It is hermaphrodite. Large spikes appear in May,
and individual flowers have four to five fringed petals, white
with a pink flush at the base. Once pollinated by insects,
each flower develops into a glossy red-brown conker inside a
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spiky green husk, which falls in autumn. Originating in the
Balkans, the horse chestnut was introduced to Britain in the
seventeenth century.
The Larch, Larix, has a cone-shaped crown when young,
which becomes broad with age. The thick bark is pinkybrown, and develops wide vertical fissures with age. Twigs
are amber or slightly pink, and hairless. The light green
leaves are soft and needle-like, growing in tufts from short
woody knobs, or shoots, on the twigs. They turn golden yellow before falling in autumn. It is monoecious, both male
and female flowers are found on the same tree. Male flowers form on the underside of shoots as globular clusters of
creamy yellow anthers. Female flowers comprise clusters of
scales in pink, green or white, growing at the tips of shoots.
After pollination by wind, the female flowers ripen into
brown cones that gradually open their scales to release the
winged seeds within. Seeds are distributed by wind. Originating in the Alps, the Carpathians, Poland, Romania, and
Sudetenland, it was introduced to Britain in 1620.
The Persian ironwood, Parrotia persica, is a wide-spreading,
often multi-stemmed deciduous tree or large shrub with attractive flaking bark. Its leaves turn yellow, red, and purple in
autumn. It bears small but abundant crimson flowers on bare
twigs in late winter and early spring crimson flowers. The
wood it produces is almost indestructible. It was introduced
from northern Persia, now modern day Iran, over a hundred
and fifty years ago.
The Oriental plane, Platanus orientalis, is a tree with widely
spreading branches, maple-like leaves, and flaky bark, noted
for its dangling, spiky round clusters of fruits. The leaves are
deeply divided into lobes with coarsely toothed margins. In-
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dividual flowers are inconspicuous, borne in dense, spherical clusters hanging down on a long peduncle. Male flowers
have stamens that are much longer than the petals. Female
flowers have long styles ruffled at the tip. It is native from the
Balkans to northern Iran. Some accounts extend its native
range to Iberia in the west, and to the Himalayas in the east.
The Swamp cypress, Taxodium distichum, is deciduous, with a
single, erect trunk and lateral branches. The base of the trunk
is often swollen, fluted, or buttressed. The trunk bears light
brown fissured bark, turning grey and peeling off in long,
more or less fibrous, strips. The branches form a conical or
pyramidal crown in young or cultivated trees. Older trees become increasingly flat-topped. The foliage shoots have leaves
arranged in two ranks, shed in winter. The winter buds are
spherical. The pollen cones are yellowish green turning purplish to brown and are borne singly or in pairs. It is native to
eastern USA, and was introduced to Britain by John Tradescant the younger in 1640.
The Sweet chestnut, Castanea sativa, is a large vigorous deciduous tree with rugged, grooved bark and glossy, serrate,
oblong-lanceolate leaves. Its bark when young is a smooth
silvery to purplish grey, but becomes dark brown and deeply
fissured in old trees, often with a net pattern, and with deep
furrows running spirally in both directions up the trunk. It
produces yellowish male catkins followed by spiny fruits
containing edible nuts. Native to the deciduous woodlands
of southern Europe, western Asia, and North Africa, and
a member of the same family as oak and beech, the sweet
chestnut is thought to have been introduced to the British
Isles by the Romans.
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The Sycamore, Acer pseudoplatanus, has dark pink-grey bark,
smooth when young, but becoming cracked and developing
small plates with age. Twigs are pink-brown and hairless.
The palmate leaves have five lobes. Leaf stalks of younger
trees are characteristically red. It is monoecious. The flowers
are small, green-yellow and hang in racemes. After pollination by wind and insects, female flowers develop into distinctive winged fruits called samaras. It was introduced into
Britain from central and southeast Europe in the fifteenth or
sixteenth century and has become naturalised.
The Tulip tree, Liriodendron tulipfera, is a vigorous large deciduous tree with distinctively shaped leaves turning butteryellow in autumn. In early summer, semi-mature specimens
produce exquisite flowers, tulip shaped and yellow with an
orange flare at the base. These are followed by an upright
cluster of single winged seeds, not dissimilar in appearance
to a cone. Also with maturity, the light grey corky bark of
the tulip tree often forms intricate patterns of vertical ridges.
The Tulip tree, native to North America, was cultivated in
Europe by the 1660s. It was introduced into Britain in 1688.
The Walnut, Juglans, is a deciduous trees with pinnate leaves
and inconspicuous flowers in catkins followed by usually edible nuts. The leaves are aromatic when bruised. It produces
male catkins and green fruits green, globose, with an edible
kernel. While fully hardy, fruit set may be reduced by spring
frost It is propagated by seeds or grafting. It is native to the
region stretching from the Balkans eastward to the Himalayas and southwest China. The common walnut ( J. regia) was
introduced to Britain by the Romans, and the black walnut
( J. nigra) from North America sometime in the early seventeenth century.
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Cube
— Epistulae ex Ponto —
Dragan Todorovic

Once we were walking uphill, on a busy street. I was ahead,
cutting through the crowd going in the opposite direction.
It was a fine, honest spring day. A small woman, pushing
through the crowd downhill, almost bumped into me but
instead of hitting me she suddenly pinched my arm. It wasn’t
painful, but it was firm. When I turned around to say something she was nowhere to be seen. Fuck! I said. What is it?
Adam said. Some woman just pinched me, I said. Maybe she
wanted to wake you up, Adam said.
Afterwards I thought about it.
That was all very strange.
And
Cube was a quiet type. When asked about something… he
would answer, but somehow measuring his words, as if they
would never return once he let them go from his lips. Perhaps for him talking was black magic capable of inflicting
insufferable pains and he was trying to find a way around it.
We thought he was square from all sides. He became Cube.
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His parents were exceptionally strict. Sometimes he invited
us to come to his place, to have a piece of his mum’s cake,
but it always turned out his mother and father were both at
home, opening the door together, asking us a hundred questions, right there, across the sill, measuring us, calculating
our dimensions, potential, and only when satisfied letting us
in. The cake was cut with a laser precision; thick hardened
filling, sharp defined edges, unscrambled eggs. Both his parents worked for the Army.
His mother had a moustache. His father had no face.
He became even more quiet at some point. Started to withdraw. And then someone, a mutual friend from Cube’s
neighbourhood, called to tell me that he had jumped. “There
are traces,” he said, “come and see.”
The roof from which he jumped was on a four-floor standard
Army building, identical to the one in which he had lived
and only some fifty metres away from there. But the place
from which he had flown was not visible from the windows
of his parents’ apartment. He spared them.
There was a large common terrace on that roof: laundry
ropes, two-three aluminium chairs wrapped in fading plastic, cigarette butts, pigeon shit, a few condoms, empty, crumpled cigarette packs. Remains of unloved plants in cracked
flowerpots. All around was iron fence, with plastic railing
at the height of our chests. I was told that he had gone over
the fence, stepped onto the narrow remainder of the terrace
that protruded over the abyss, and stood there. I don’t know
whether he was thinking, or facing God, or if he was saying
some words he didn’t have to save anymore—he suddenly
changed his mind and made a move to cross the railing back
into safety.
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The weather that day was quiet, dry, without character. But
at the moment he changed his mind—two eye witnesses—a
sudden blow of wind came from nowhere. Only one. Cube
lost his balance but succeeded in grabbing the fence behind
his back and hung like that, feet in the air. Before anyone
could climb up there his fingers gave in and he started sliding. Still he wanted to go back. Nobody could explain how
he did it but they saw Cube clinging to the façade. He stuck
his fingernails into mortar, helped with his feet. And continued to slowly slide down the side of the building. Three
metres like that. And then he flew.
He was 19.
From down below where the two of us, his friends, stood—
me without a face, the other one without characteristics—we
could see the furrows his fingers had ploughed in the mortar.
Ten white groves on the sickly green façade in the greyness
of an Army estate on the eastern outskirts of our industrial
town. Three metres of fighting for life. The only white thing
around us.
After a few weeks they found some decorators to paint the
façade. They brought back the sickly green but it was now
a fresh sickly green. Surrounded with other grey and dirty
buildings, this one looked ashamed.
The Army didn’t pay for replastering, so the furrows remained, only painted green. But those of us who knew where
to look could still see them.
Night comes from behind.
And
Once I got a parcel from Texas. A simple manila envelope,
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smallish. Inside, two tapes and on them Tom Waits bootlegs.
A short note. An unknown woman, works as a prison guard.
She had found somewhere on the Internet that I wrote the
first ever biography of Waits, so she thought I would have
many of his concerts on tapes and we could swap.
I had nothing to send her. I felt awkward.
One night that winter in Toronto a blizzard left two metres
of snow. In the morning I didn’t go to work. I listened to the
tapes and persuaded myself it wasn’t my fault.
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Connected
Marianne Edwards

The photo is faded. That means I’ve lost a backup somewhere. I tap the screen and the image clears: I’m 12, Esma is
15, and Alvand is already a young man. Our faces are serious
but Mother smiles - we were living out of the car by then. I
will have to hurry if I’m going to back it up at work. The lift
hasn’t run since the ban ten years ago, so getting down the
stairs will take 25 minutes. Pity the bannisters aren’t slideable. A rack of hovering screens and a biointegrated glove
are waiting for me. Reflection provides content and tracks
responses during talks, meetings, religious services - any
gathering. Search trails are monitored and projected displays
are engineered to fit the audience. Ask a question and you’ll
get a clip of yourself doing it before you’ve left the building,
The ‘youfie moment’ was my idea. It’s popular. Probably why
Jason hasn’t fired me already.
I count the accelerating flurry of my steps down each flight.
A pause for the jump over the last two, three strides for the
landing. The counting reminds me I’ve forgotten my Anodyne™. I’ve already done eighteen sets and with another fifteen to go, heading back is not an option. I did try refusing
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this assignment, but Jason’s hammer of a face made it clear
that it was this job or no job at all.
The auditorium is packed. Jane Summer will talk about escaping the Twin Towers on 9/11. It’s a Wintour Foundation
event, marking the centenary of the start of the World War
II. The intro about the people Wintour saved from the Nazis
is making me edgy. No one remembers WWII, but the cant
about how everyone pulled together is endless. My brother,
sister, mother, and I set out from Syria in 2013. We were
pulled apart at every stage of the journey and by the time I
got to Calais, alone, French police were slashing tents and
trampling food. I have to focus on NOW or these memories
will drag me under.
I shouldn’t be surprised that a Twin Towers survivor has
drawn a crowd: nowadays everyone is wild about stories of
smashed odds. Whatever we tell ourselves about 1939, in
2015 only Germany built camps in public parks for people
like me. With all the disasters that have come since, 2039 is
no better. I always wished we’d aimed for Munich, but only a
few years later the cryoclimes sent blizzards of people howling down from the North. The sea didn’t care about the population density of Bangladesh any more than chickens cared
about the billion Chinese who died in the flu epidemic. I
shake my head, trying to clear the cascade.
Forgetting my Anodyne™ is a nightmare. I can’t juggle the
screens with shaking hands. This mental flip-book of horror
stops me from processing the data in front of me. Was that
an image of Hamburg, flattened, or Aleppo? Lines of emaciated people – from a German concentration camp or the
American corn blight of 2026? Asif glances my way – he’s
trying to pick up the slack, but he wants to know what’s going on. I mime popping a pill, to explain. They’re not cheap
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and we aren’t paid much. It’s not something you can just ask
for. But he misunderstands me and reaches into his bag with
a nod. I soar with relief until I see that his dose will barely
help me.
Anodyne™ turned up in the Middle East in 2015. People
say it was the UN: chemical warfare with a difference. It
became illegal almost immediately. Now of course, it’s sold
along with cigarettes. I was first given it by a GP in Wales.
Since deregulation, half my pay goes to keeping me working.
“My day started like any other; coffee and a commute.” Image: a steaming coffee cup. The audience sighs at the thought
of coffee. Data: link to regions free of root worm, where prisoners pollinate the bushes by hand. There’s a black marketeer
in the audience. I send that link to her other phone.
“I didn’t know it, but I had woken up as someone’s target.”
Jane’s indignation is hot and the ageing crowd loves it.
They’re sick of being cowed by their children. These changes
were meant to happen to descendants they’d never meet.
“There was an odd, dull thud.” When I was a kid they were
firing mortars at you. Suddenly I can hear it all over again.
Like vast, dusty dominos, the buildings heave over and rip.
Thump thump thump. The door sounded hollow. The men
who barged in and pushed my mother aside smelled clean.
My father stared at us, imprinting our faces, and was gone.
“I was with group trying to get to stairwell C, when a slab of
concrete I was standing on started to slip. I told my dad that
summer surfing wasn’t wasted!” She is crowing. The audience
needed a break. She’s good. I’m projecting a surfer over the
shattered rubble on the screen when a gasp makes me look
up. Esma, Alvand, mum and my own child self are looking
down at me. I see my lost family. The crowd see a threatening
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Arab man and veiled women. I know this will cost me my
job. The image comes off, and I pretend to work, but I can
hardly breathe.
“Anyway,” says Jane, with a little cough. “Flashes of normality kept us going. We were powered by civility. We just had to
keep on tramping down. I’m glad we had no idea the building was less than an hour from collapse.” My throat rises, and
the memory of unbreathable dust almost makes me choke.
Alvand said that not even he could have grabbed the little
one. His face was white with powdered concrete, apart from
two clean lines down from his eyes. I don’t think he even
knew he was crying.
“There was an incredible solidarity among the New Yorkers
who didn’t abandon the city. Leadership qualities emerged
and people formed supportive communities based on shared
values.” I’ve completely given up trying to work. As I gulp
for air I fight the urge to scream, ‘Doesn’t she know that
leaving is not always a choice?’ She’s never imagined that for
millions it’s 9/11 every single day! On the boat from Turkey to Greece we knew what was happening. No ‘leadership
qualities’ emerged as people were trodden into the gathering
water or pushed over the side.
The paramedic has seen so many cases like mine, he could
tell from across the room. He can’t give me any pills though.
“Just breathe”, he croons. There’s a pause while he reaches
into his own pocket: “Here. Have one of mine.” I practically grab the Anodyne™ out of his hand. I notice that he is
missing two fingers. He shrugs. His pills are very strong and
within two minutes I’m back in the now. I thank him and we
share a moment. I push my self-pity aside because I am one
of the lucky ones.
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Rob and Ewan were stuck in traffic outside the ferry port
when they noticed my terror. Men were trying to pull me
towards a van. They were strong, but I fought. I had recognised the looks on their faces: hungry and smug at the same
time. After the buses across desert, even salt water was liquid joy. Suddenly the brutes who had corralled us from one
vehicle to the next were just young men body surfing. My
mother called us away from the beach. We were vulnerable
without my brother’s protection. The next day mum begged
for mercy, but they roped Esma like a reluctant calf. Hungry.
Smug. Rob said he didn’t know that he was going grab me
until after he’d done it. He had charged into them headfirst,
tucked me to his chest like a rugby ball, and scrummed us
back into the car. Then we were away, heading down the hard
shoulder, past distressed policeman and dogs distracted by a
freezer van.
Jane’s voice rings out clearly: “I know you are also hurting,
and I know you all have stories too, but we can work together. 9/11 woke me up to that power. Say it with me now:
Calm and kind will change everything.” The whole room
follows her, including me. Calm and kind will change everything. I seriously hope so, because Jason is striding towards me, looking like the anvil this time. The paramedic
is in front of him, bringing a glass of water. My boss nearly
shoves him aside, but defers to the uniform, then drinks my
water anyway. Eyeing me and gulping while behind him the
paramedic signals that there’s a pill in the cup. By the time
the glass is empty, Jason is smiling and I know everything’s
going to be fine.
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Domestic Disturbance
Sarah Woods

You are down on the floor feeling battered and alone: temporarily immobilised by the latest wild domestic dingdong.
Waiting. A small sound comes. You’ve heard it before but
not in your house.
They say there are bad visitors out there who arrive bringing
their own portable electric doorbell. If you answer it, you’re
fucked. You hear this funny dingdong sit-com chime. Say
you’ve been bustling about: picking up underwear, sniffing
the jasmine in the arbour, being reminded of an irreplaceable
loved one, the divine kind who is forever arriving and departing. You’re busy pottering and you think you know what
you’re doing and what’s happening. Then you hear this bell.
You answer the door. Only it’s not your door any more but
you don’t realise yet till too late and right off you’re in a new
life, no way back and this visitor, this stranger in front of you,
subtle, with a face innocent as a meadow: Hello?
But there’s no danger of that, you’re down on the floor all
ready inside coiled like a sleeping fuse yeah but not yet. You
can hear a funny little ... like the cat or a hedgehog moving
about in leaves only more repetitive. Your hairs prickle up:
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there’s a faint absence of randomness. If you were outside
it might be the soft repetitive crackle of a nearby bonfire,
or next door’s radio and you wouldn’t mind it because that
stuff ’s always going off around in the gardens. But you’re still
on the floor and you wonder what it is, who or what goes
there till you see it’s the paper someone twisted up to mend
the hole in the window with, come loose and making a dry
sound as the air moves it. A sheet from the paper making like
a kind of dry breathing sound. It sounded foreign because it
was in French. It sounds fugitive because it is.
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La Fenêtre
Stephen Collis

—Judie was cleaning the razor wire cuts on Omar’s
arm—all she had was a bottle of water (and lucky to have
that—the way things had been going) and a clean and
seemingly new t-shirt—tucked away in her bag for many
weeks now—which she planned to tear into strips to use as
bandages—
—the Christians—Omar was saying—have—what do you
call them—special people?—
—special people?—priests?—
—no—special dead people—which they revere and who
watch over them—like ancestors—but not ancestors—and
they pray directly to them—
—ah I see—I believe they are called saints—
—that’s it—Omar winced as Judie cleaned the last cut and
began to tear strips from the t-shirt—that’s it—in Italy—
when we were given the t-shirts—an Italian aid worker told
me—
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—Omar looked away—across the ragged camp towards the
sea where the tunnel lay somewhere beneath the water—
beneath the earth beneath the water—
—and the Italian said there are different saints for different professions—like father was a fisherman—so Christian
fishermen would have a saint to aid in the catch—
—I think that is right—Judie said tying the first strip of
t-shirt to Omar’s forearm—
—do you think there is a saint for refugees Judie—a saint
that might take people across the water to the English
Island—or guide them through the tunnel there?—
—Judie glanced at Omar then looked around at the
camp—Jumble of tents and tarps amidst the scrub by the
beach—we don’t have any saints Omar—so—
—Judie looked at Omar again—he was her husband’s
younger brother and all she had left of him now—that and
whoever was now growing in her belly—only just herself
out of her teens—and Omar was—what—14?—15?—and
he was having to be a man now (and so had joined the
other men at the razor wire and the confrontation with the
Gendarmes)—what else did they have?—through Sudan
to Libya—to Italy—and now to France and Calais—everything was lost somewhere along that path—to the sea
to the smugglers to exhaustion—though they had had little
enough to start with—Judie sighed and glanced at her
brother-in-law again—
—we could make up our own Omar—let’s not call her a
saint—a protector—ok?—
—Omar stared at his arm as Judie tied another strip of
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t-shirt around his elbow—he was already drifting on—
thinking about the football game he hoped the young men
would later play—
—of course we could—Judie went on—do you remember
the mural—in that Italian city where they brought us after
the boat?—
—mural?—
—yes—the big painting on the side of the building—taller
than trees?—the one that showed a girl climbing out a
window—like she was disappearing into the side of the
building—one leg in and one leg out and her head disappearing inside—maybe to climb out the other side of the
building—where we couldn’t see?—
—I remember—she wore bright shorts—like D’mou—
—yes—I think she is our protector—and she is called—in
French—La Fenêtre—the window—you know—how we
learned in the education centre?—La Fenêtre—
—I wasn’t paying attention—Omar admitted—flexing his
bandaged elbow—
—I was—La Fenêtre can always find a window to climb
through—anywhere—in anything—windows that pass
through buildings—and mountains—that open onto the
other sides of seas—
—It reminds me of a joke Judie—one of the men told—his
wife’s baby had to be cut from her side—what is it called?—
—Judie frowned—cesarean section—
—yeah yeah that’s it—and as his child grew up—he would
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never use doors—he only came and went by the window!—
—Omar is laughing but Judie continues to frown—
—it is not a funny joke Omar—
—I’m sorry Judie—I like your saint—
—protector—
—yes—
—they were silent a moment—Judie was done bandaging Omar’s arm and she was folding the remaining t-shirt
material up to save for something else—she hoped— something else—
—your saint—Omar said—protector—she can pass
through anything?—and across distances?—it sounds like
magic—
—no more magic than the mobile phone through which
voices come across such distances and which pass through
such solid objects—
—yes—I want a phone—so I can take a selfie as I step onto
the English island for the first time!—
—now Judie is laughing—Omar is looking towards the sea
again—
—it does not seem so easy for us to pass through things—
there are no windows here—in the open air—Omar gestured around them—a gull swooped low over their heads—
—you are wrong Omar—we have already passed through
deserts and seas and the mountains in Italy—all were win-
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dows La Fenêtre helped us to pass through—
—that’s true—though it was not easy—especially the sea—
Omar could see his brother’s face—so pale in the floundering boat—and the same image came to Judie’s mind—but
she shooed it away quick—she had to—
—sometimes you are thrown out a window—La Fenêtre
cannot help that—she has nothing to do with wars and
drought—assassins and the rich and the powerful and
the corrupt and heartless—but she can show us where
the windows are—where we can escape if we keep her in
our hearts—when shots were fired at D’mou’s home—
remember?—I saw a window then—on the side of speeding
bullet!—
—you are crazy Judie—I can’t believe I even let people see
us together—
—oh that’s you letting that happen is it?—
—they smiled—and were silent—
—Omar stood and looked to the scrubby bit of ground
past the tents where they sometimes played football—Judie
followed his gaze—
—your arm will hurt—if you fight for the ball—
—but at least no one will break a window!—
—don’t worry about windows Omar—worry about your
arm!—I will keep an eye out for windows—and I will ask
La Fenêtre’s help in finding them—there must be many in
such a world as ours—but they are not always easy to see—
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How Many Miles To
Babylon?
Vincent Dachy
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If all the world was paper,
And all the sea was ink,
If all the trees were bread and
cheese,
What should we have to
drink?
It’s enough to have a man like
me
Scratch his head and think
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I

My birthplace is called Hellyland. I’ve no idea what I have
done but I was born in Hellyland. Supposedly I have to pay
for some antediluvian ancestral abomination of some ilk.
There is even a doctor who called me melancholic. I’d like
to see how she’d feel in Hellyland. The place strikes you by
its blandness, breathing is sighing, the river have given up
on their currents, the trees are dull, everyone moves vapidly;
time has died here, hope is dead. Everything that moves remains stagnant, even the water never becomes anything else
but tepid. That’s what I faced but… I found a piece of mirror,
I could hide it in my palm, the edges would not cut through
butter. I could leave Hellyland. I will leave. You must understand that it is absolutely impossible to leave Hellyland
by looking forward, there is no prospect here but I can walk
backwards - never ahead – only looking to leave Hellyland.
If I was to look in front of me I would turn into dust.
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See-saw, sacradown,
Which is the way to London town?
One foot up and the other foot down,
That is the way to London town.
My name is Suehpro, I come from a dark land where… I
don’t know where. A land with a lot of ground and very little
sky. But the soil is sterile and the rain rather acidic. I like to
believe this land has lost its name. My walk has been awkward, uneasy all the way. Any extra mile took me weeks on
end. Then I arrived to a stretch of water. I gave the coins I
picked up along the track, there are always coins cascading
down. I had to give them all. But there was a queue, I had to
wait. It could have been years.
Here am I,
Little jumping Joan;
When noboby’s with me
I’m all alone
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When you leave Hellyland you develop an illness; it’s called
the malady of credulity. It goes to the bones.
Inter, mitzy, titzy, tool,
Ira, dira, dominu,
Oker, poker, dominoker,
Out goes you
Then I crossed the water.

Do ditch your imagination here, without regret, without retrieve, do give it up. Do not enter here you who has not been
exploited to the point of incredulity. Your body is welcome,
not your imagination.
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Oh that I were
Where I would be,
Then would I be
Where I am not;
But where I am
There I must be,
And where I would be
I can not.

You have to sign a form titled “Justify your existence”, terms
and conditions, and a disclaimer, and all.
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Awake, arise,
Pull out your eyes,
And hear what time of the day;
And when you have done,
Pull out your tongue,
And see what you can say.

- Where do you come from?
- Yes, and where do you live?, and what’s your postcode?,
and what do your parents do?, and do you have a profile
online?, and…
- Where do you come from?
- I come from nowhere.
- That’s impossible, everybody is born somewhere.
- Nowhere exists, it even has a middle. I come from the
Midlands of Nowhere if you want.
- That’s bad word games; so, tell me, where do you come
from?
- I told you, Nowhere, everywhere, I’ve been just about
everywhere.
- Okay, okay, you have roamed the world, and saw it all. But
where were you born?
- How should I know, I was never told. I was sold from one
place to another. By the age I could understand what was
said around me I didn’t trust anyone; and they never mentioned any name – just in case.
- Which language do you speak?
- Probably six or seven: English, Spanish, Chinese, Urdu,
Swahili, Russian, Arabic, and Walloon a bit.
- Oh yes, and where did you learn all of these?
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- Where I was born and displaced, and sold, and bargained
for, and haggled over, if you get my drift.
- Okay, okay, where do you go?
- I go where I can, like water; I’m shapeless, highly adaptable.
- What drives you?
- A sense of adventure.
- Do kid me not!
- Money?
- That I understand. Do you understand it is rather expensive around here?
- I’ve very little need.
- So why do you want money then?
- Because I have big hopes.
- What has this to do with the sense of adventure?
- Do I need to be entirely coherent?
- Well, who does, yes… So you don’t know what you’re doing?
- Do you?
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How many miles to Babylon?
Three score and ten
Can I get there by candlelight?
Yes, and back again.
Here’s a beck an’ here is a boo,
Open your gates an’ let us through

Outside, while waiting, the children invent games.
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1- Draw a line on the ground and invent ways to jump over
it, to dance over it without touching it, ever – or you get
eliminated. Then draw another line and you do the same.
And so forth. Then you have to dance with someone else
without touching the lines, until you’re out of breath. And so
on, until there is nowhere to dance anymore. And then you
start again.
2- Draw a line and you have to walk on it as if you were
in equilibrium on a rope. Then each player adds a line with
twists and turns. Of course, cross-roads and turn-offs are
quite tricky, and you have to invent special moves to pass
through them.
3- There is also hopscotch but children like it less. Even spiral hopscotch or six beds.
4- Throw little stones at each other; the first who moves to
dodge, looses.
5- Invent a song with made-up words that makes the adults
laugh.
6- Tame rats, and teach them to eat cockroaches.
7- Carve bricks from rubble into Lego’s blocks.
8- Make kites with plastic bottles, and long ropes with plastic bags.
9- Make circuits, networks of water channels on a slope, and
see which watercraft slides down best.
10- Devise gestures and burps as insults against the cold.
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There was an old crow
Sat upon a clod;
That’s the end of my song.
- That’s odd.
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Tea
Will Gresson

My colleague is telling me a story while we work. It’s about
a friend of his, who was in Sri Lanka on some beach holiday
not too long ago. Sri Lanka seems to be a place that’s trending at the moment, like last year, when everyone I knew was
going to Croatia or Iceland for a few days. Funny how that
happens right? It’s like everyone reads the same article in
the in-flight magazine on a Ryanair flight and some country that most people couldn’t find on a map twenty years
ago suddenly experiences a massive surge of tourists coming
through. Anyway, so this friend of my workmate’s goes up to
some guy behind the desk at a kiosk. I don’t know what it
was for, maybe it was one of those places where you can rent
a little boat for a few hours and go out and paddle around the
bay. It might have been one of those little pop- up Tiki Bar
type things. When I was in Barcelona a few years ago people
used to stalk up and down the beach trying to sell Caipirinhas or over-priced boat trips to tourists; it seems to come
with the territory, so to speak. I wasn’t interested in that personally. I hadn’t swum in salt water in nearly five years and
all I could think about was the sea. Barcelona wasn’t trending that year for the record, but I had a good friend who
was studying there. Anyway, so my colleague’s friend goes
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up to the kiosk and speaks to the local guy behind the bar.
When he opens his mouth to ask for whatever he was trying to get, the local notices he’s Australian and starts to ask
him stuff. What’s it like, which bit is he from, really excited.
Turns out he is due to get on a boat the following week to
try and make the crossing to Australia. The Australian guy
is kind of caught off guard. I mean it’s not every day you
meet a guy on a beach and he says he’s going to flee on an
illegal crossing to try and claim asylum right? I guess working in some beach bar or something doesn’t really fit with the
usual view of asylum seekers. They’re meant to be crawling
across a rubbish heap scavenging for food, or possibly be in
some abusive situation involving sex work or drugs (or both).
When you think about it, people really aren’t very imaginative when it comes to these stereotypes. So this Australian of
course is quick to point out the dangers, not only involved in
the crossing where a lot of those boats sink or are intercepted
and turned away, but also in terms of what might happen
if he was taken by the authorities and interned in one of
the detention centres they have set up. They aren’t the nicest places, he tells the local, and there is no telling how long
you might be stuck in one of those horrible halfway points
waiting for some unknown fate. The local guy laughs at the
Australian. He knows this, he tells him. He has heard the
stories, he knows people who have tried to get to Australia
and wound up in one of those places. But he wants to go.
He wants to be in Australia. He thinks he’ll have a better
life there. The Australian guy looks at him nervously. There
are some pretty horrible stories of abuse and neglect coming
out of those places, he tells the local quietly. The people who
are trying to make a positive difference are often silenced.
They aren’t nice places to be. The local guy behind the desk
at the kiosk smiles; he’s heard. He doesn’t care. He’s leaving
on Wednesday.
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It’s later that night. I’m thinking about all this while I sit in
my bedroom. It’s about the size of a nursery room, the smallest bedroom in the little council flat where I live. There’s a
TV on in the living room. On the screen, an incredibly serious looking guy in a suit is talking about Calais. I didn’t
know where Calais was when I first saw it splashed across
a newspaper. French geography was never a particularly big
part of New Zealand’s school curriculum. He’s talking about
migrants jumping on trucks headed from France to the UK.
They mention something quietly about a strike. They have to
close the boarders. They have to tighten controls. The tabloids say they should send in the army. The army. A heavily armed military force to stop a bunch of homeless, stateless, desperate people. The politicians use words like ‘swarm’
and ‘surge.’ It sounds like a biblical plague. It reminds me of
Oakland Airport, California, February 2011.
I’d been travelling across the USA for about a month. It
was jokingly dubbed the hipster tour, New York, Austin,
Portland and San Francisco. I’d been travelling with a girl
from back home but it had gone bad pretty fast. Most of
the trip was just me, wandering through these famous cities,
exhausted and broke. Oakland Airport was the start of my
journey back to Germany, where I was living at the time. So
I’m in this departure lounge, and above me there’s a television switched to the news. The sound is muted, but there
are some slightly dodgy subtitles running across the bottom.
On screen, Muammar Gaddafi’s helicopter gunships are firing missiles at protestors in Libya. In less than ten months,
he’ll be dead. He probably didn’t know it then, or maybe
he did. No one ever seemed to be sure what Gaddafi was
thinking. Then suddenly the story changes. It takes me a second to register. Buildings in a city somewhere are crumbling,
people are screaming. The whole scene looks like something
out of a crap disaster film. Some woman is on the phone
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from beneath the rubble. It took me a while to register it was
Christchurch, New Zealand. Then I recognise the Cathedral, the place names, and the map showing the extent of the
quake. I see my home, Auckland, near the top of the North
Island, and Christchurch about two-thirds of the way down
the South Island. The scene changes back to the street. No
helicopter gunships, no surface to air missiles. Just mother
nature, and a particularly gratuitous, sensationalist highlight
reel, courtesy of some editor who no doubt believed that a
major natural disaster in a country most people know from a
fantasy film needed to be sexed up a bit for American audiences. What’s that expression? Don’t let the truth get in the
way of a good story.
Back in the living room, the story has changed. It’s about
a political scandal now. Someone is being investigated for
something gruesome; a former Westminster figure, child
abuse, a cover up. It’s something timely to distract from the
crisis in Calais. Someone will be along soon to talk about
the football, and then the weather. They complain about the
weather a lot here. There’s a tube strike starting this week
too. For twenty four hours the London Underground will be
completely closed. It will be chaos. For a few days at least,
everyone’s enemies will be on home soil. The Unions. They
complain about Unions here almost as much as they do the
weather. The Calais Crisis will last all summer, says the Prime
Minister. Already everything from amnesty and asylum to a
heavy investment in water cannons is being touted as the
‘logical’ solution. In the background, stories run about RAF
bombings in Syria and Iraq. They’re planned until 2017.
In the back of my mind, I wonder about the guy from the
beach in Sri Lanka. I wonder whether or not his boat made
it across the water. Is he in one of the detention centres on
Manus Island or Nauru? Christmas Island maybe? Does he
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know what will happen to him? Or is he like the people
waiting by the tunnel in Calais. Trapped in limbo, waiting to
see which way the wind blows.
I walk from my little bedroom into the kitchen and switch
on the kettle. I pull down a mug and a cheap tea bag and fold
my arms, waiting for the kettle to beep.
They drink a lot of tea in this country too.
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Shadowplay
Marc Nash

The man aperitived the perusing of the menu with an Indian beer. There was fish and chips on the carte du jour. He
considered which Englishman’s palate was so churlish as to
demand fish and chips in a curry house? Maybe one day he
would come in and order it. But not tonight, for tonight was
slated for conflagration. And then he enunciated these very
same thoughts, word for word, to his friends for the comedic
value.
*
He had ignored the pins and needles. Withstood the spasms.
Endured the pain shooting through muscles locked in place,
starved of oxygen and fed instead by choking exhaust fumes.
Now he had passed through into the stage of not being able
to feel anything at all. His hands and arms had merged with
the steel fuel tank, so that he could not distinguish the touch
of metal from flesh. But that was okay. The craters in the road
could no longer threaten to shake him clear of his berth if
his body was fused with the chassis. He only knew he was
still clinging to the underside of the lorry because his eyes
reported that fact. Emblazoned by the flare of passing car
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headlights bouncing off the cats’ eyes and dazzling straight
into his face. Lighting him up like the camp’s watchtower
searchlights, before sweeping away elsewhere. The same play
of light and shadow that had intensified his journey all the
way from North Africa to Calais. Yet he knew he could not
afford to remain without his senses once the lorry had come
to a stop and freighted him to his new life. He would have
to shuck this armoured carapace and step out of its vestiges
and re-inhabit the dimensions of his body and to cast a solid
shadow under the sun. The Egyptian Cobra back home shed
its skin each time it grew, for a new tegument to be able
to accommodate the larger dimensions of the beast. (And
to remove the parasites that had clung to the former hide
too of course). But so many of his fellow migrants shrunk
in their skins. Set back with each loss of their belongings.
Scooped out by separation from friends and family. Gouged
through the ransom charged for being smuggled out by these
entrepreneurs of anguish. Hollowed out by death on the seas.
Sunken each time they were intercepted and turned back.
Most ended up a husk on the shores of Northern Europe.
Their skulls receded deep into their hijabs, or their cold-climate hoodies. But he would not be so dented. He was determined to demonstrate his initiative, his resourcefulness, his
resilience, for he had an appointment with Sir Alan Sugar to
become his apprentice. He would become the entrepreneur
of entrepreneurs. And not one who would deal in other people’s despair either.
*
The oral arsonist set fire to his tastebuds with the Tindaloo
spices and immediately doused their inferno with an Indian
beer. Normally he liked to speak with his mouth full of food,
sending a girandole of gobbets over his dinning companions.
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Hot curry was the only aliment that kept his labia peeled, his
glossa mute, his palate buttoned down and his buccal cavities convexed. A temporary sealing of the gash of his mouth.
The beer playing mongoose to the curry’s cobra, even though
confoundedly it was the beer itself that bore the nomenclature “Cobra”.
*
For the itinerant snake charmer, garnering a living was proving ever more grievous. What with travelling around in the
middle of a civil war, TV wildlife documentaries, the internet
and the Animal Rights lobby all intruding, the snake was less
revered and audiences less awed, so that obtaining money
from them was like pulling teeth. However he was an old
hand at drawing teeth, as he removed the latest new-grown
fangs from his indentured serpent. His snake was such a ham,
she feigned resistance, full in the reflexive certainty that a
juicy dead rodent waited the other side of her dental extraction. There were no ingenues in this two-person performing
troupe. Both knew the shadowplay conjured by the first toot
on his gourd pipe. The cobra couldn’t possibly hear the notes
since snakes lack for lugholes. Instead she swayed to follow
the convolutions of his pipe, shadowing it lest it was the one
who tried to strike at her. The punters of course did not twig
this, nor did they cotton on that there was no risk to the
piper since she had been defanged. Not that it would have
mattered if they did, their primitive literalism meant that
since the forked tongue was prominent as it shot in and out
of her mouth, they credited that it was this very tongue that
was venomous rather than the fangs. Well why wouldn’t they,
Libya was a country where much venom poured out from
human tongues, forked or not. He also removed the nascent
replacement fangs and weighed them up in his hand. They
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were hollow tubes, like hypodermic needles. He considered
how the sea-borne drug trade had been completely eclipsed
by the trade in people across the main. It was dragon teeth
rather than snake fangs which when sown in the earth had
pullulated into armies of warriors. Well now they just laid
land mines in the soil, taking the legs off civilians and reducing them to crawl on their bellies like the snake. He threw
the teeth away into the parched dust. These would not take
root and grow in this arid landscape. He tossed the dead
rat at the foot of the basket and saw her flinch and begin to
unfurl her hood, before she caught herself. That private fan
dance between the two of them. She recovered her sangfroid and slowly disarticulate the bones of her skull in order
to sheath and consume the victual. The languid sashay of the
protuberance along the length of the snake was truly the sole
natural colubrid choreography. Tonight was going to be a
good show. He felt it in his old bones.
*
The hot towels arrived in a basket. Five grateful hands
reached out simultaneously, like the grasping of a maypole’s
ribbons. He liked to wash down his hot towel with a cool
Indian beer. Two of his dining companions lay back in their
seats, their features wholly effaced by the towels as the spice
sweat osmosed into the clamminess of the fabric. This has
been a classic English night out. Top night yeah. Standard.
They laughed so that the towels fell off the men’s fizzogs.
*
The business of the day having been ticked boxed, the Home
Secretary ascended on to the cabinet table in her snakeskin
kitten heels and began sinuously to move and shimmer and
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touch herself. Her colleagues’ tongues prodded towards the
corner of their mouths as she gyrated and migrated across
the table. She played teasingly with the feather boa around
her neck, (who brings a boa to a Cobra meeting? Though she
was the only woman in the room). She slunk down across
the highly polished wood, impelling her cleavage to submit
to gravity and their bated tongues to emerge clear of the Eurosceptic tunnel of their pieholes. The gathered men started
clapping a spontaneously arrhythmic syncopation and blew
appreciative emphysemic air out through their noses that
emerged as a hiss. On all fours she squirmed and slithered
over to the Prime Minister, unhooded herself of her boa and
wrapped it around his shoulders. She drew him forward and
still yanking, forced him up out of his chair. She inclined
him towards her with her feathery tendril and wordlessly
commanded him to dance. The PM clambered on to the table as she ceded him its surface. The other men’s engorged
tongues slid back into their sheaths as a different physiological obeisance was prompted. These chinless lickspittles let
their venomous saliva drip down and collect in the dimpled
cavities at the bottom of their faces. They were all drooling
at the shadowplay being played out at Calais as adumbrated
by the PM in his serpentine sway. He summoned up images, spectral specks framed in night vision cameras, running
hither and thither. And he captioned them. The swarm. The
pullulation. The infestation. The political prey.
*
The bill was delivered on its bed of fennel seeds and sugar
crystal lining a salver. He took a handful of the seeds and
washed them down with a final Indian beer as he divided the
figure five ways, even though he had quaffed far more drinks
than any others around the table. The owner offered them all
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a liqueur on the house as was his custom for good customers.
Very decent of you Squire. Salt of the Earth you are Mister.
Could I be cheeky and swap mine for another Cobra?
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Wake Up
Abigail Browne

I’d told Yvonne that afternoon that I wasn’t political. I’d said
it in a way that my younger self would have been ashamed
of, the words ejecting irresponsibly out of my mouth like
chunks of vomit. She had been disgusted. My fifteen-yearold daughter was mortified at what her own father had just
admitted to, given the current state of things. How could I
not be, she wanted to know, as if it was my fault that vast
numbers of refugees from a war-torn country, and migrants
looking for a safe haven, were fleeing towards our country,
our home.
I hadn’t meant to sound so apathetic. She’d caught me at a
bad time like children often do. I was in the middle of preparing for another night down at the Eurostar Terminal in
Folkestone and my head wasn’t really in the right place to
be questioned and bullied by my youngest child. Her attack
had also come just after I had woken up from my deep daytime slumber. I always sleep well after a night shift, especially
when the nocturnal activities are unpredictable and heavy
with the feeling that shit is about to go down at any juncture.
I am blessed with the ability to just switch off, cancel my on
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button and have undisturbed, dreamless sleeps. The downside of this fortune is I often wake as abruptly as I fall, which
my body can usually handle, but which my brain never likes.
It leaves me grumpy, sober and intolerant.
Usually I try and hide this side of myself from my children.
I like to give myself time alone to catch up, and rejoin the
world of the living. As any parent knows, personal privacy
becomes as valuable as a solid gold coin when you have children, so it is the scary aspects of one’s personality, rather than
the generous, that one tries to keep hidden from the impressionable, temperamental youth. That pleasure is usually
solely reserved for my wife, who after twenty years of married bliss, knows to only approach this version of me bearing
a cup of coffee, whilst keeping her mouth firmly shut.
Yvonne was, until today, innocent to my Jekyll and Hyde
type transformation. On returning from school, she had
barged uninvited into our bedroom and caught me, uniform
on but socks off, and without any caffeine to help revive me.
From her buoyant and bold mood I worked out she had had
Geography with Miss Lewis last thing. It was her favourite
lesson with her favourite teacher, and although I didn’t know
for sure, I would swear on my daughter’s young life that Miss
Lewis was a Guardian-reading, liberal leftie, who would offer up her own house to all the refugees attempting to come
to the UK, if only she had enough room to house them. Her
style of teaching engaged her young students. She had the
same effect on their young sponge-like minds as switching
on the television did. Since being in her class, Yvonne had
become passionate and vocal about the world she lived in
and the people who shared it with her. As a parent, I had
welcomed this change in my daughter, who under Miss
Lewis’s guidance had stopped thinking only about herself
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and become that rare specimen — a thoughtful and caring
teenager. But as a policeman, used to dealing with abuse and
criticism from folk like Miss Lewis, I felt challenged and
threatened.
Yvonne’s mother had been the one to hold the lit match too
close to the petrol can. It had been her loose tongue that had
told our daughter where I had been the night before, and that
I would be again patrolling the front line that evening, keeping us Brits safe by keeping the unwanted out. That was why
my daughter had appeared angry and ready for some answers
at my bedroom door. If I’d been prepared, expecting her assault then I would have been able to take my usual stance,
which came from my long-standing loyal service in the police force and the trust and belief of the people in charge, the
powers that employed me. Unlike my daughter, my opinion
didn’t change by what headlines I read or disturbing scenes
I witnessed via videos uploaded onto Youtube. My rage, if I
had ever had any, had long since been quashed. I had seen
too much and become complacent. My duty and my dayto-day work didn’t allow me to think outside of the box. I
just went in and kept the peace as best I could. That meant
following orders that powerful men in suits decided was the
best possible form of action in response to any kind of crisis
that came their way. Whether they did this sat around oval
meeting tables behind closed doors was no concern of mine.
They were the experts, they knew better than us.
Usually my artillery and the mere mention of my job would
quieten down Yvonne and the argument would be over as
soon as it had begun. But not today, not about this subject, I
was really starting to see that this hazardous fleeing of people and my indifference was really getting to her. After a barrage of insults and references that she had obviously picked
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up from the likes of Owen Jones and Banksy made no dents
to my armour, she finally asked ‘What about Gran?’
‘What about Gran?’ I mimicked, wondering what on earth
my 65-year-old, Kent born and bred, golf-playing, jet-setting mother had to do with a humanitarian disaster.
‘Without Gran, mum wouldn’t be here, without Gran’s parents leaving Ireland in search of work, I wouldn’t be here’.
She pointed out, trying one last time to get me to understand.
‘Oh’ I said, ‘but that’s different,’ I continued in a slightly patronising way, ‘it was a different time, when we needed them
as much as they needed us’.
At this, she raised her eyes as well as her eyebrows in sheer
astonishment, just like she was in a comedy sitcom, before
leaving my room as abruptly as she had entered explaining at
the top of her voice, that she could no longer be in the same
room as someone as bigoted as me.
For a moment, I stared at the furious space that her small
and still maturing body had occupied. Her manner and tone
had disguised any valid point she had made, and it wasn’t
until later, after I had pulled my socks on, laced up my boots
and taken my high-vis jacket, left the house and driven to my
unit’s rendezvous point that what she had actually said came
back to me. Her words, all of them, stayed with me then and
much later, after half of my shift was over, they finally made
me come to my senses.
The timing of my reckoning couldn’t have been more perfect.
Moments before I had been chasing two escaping Syrian
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refugees who had managed to climb on top of a lorry bound
from Calais to Folkestone and remain undetected, lying flat
and still on the lorry’s roof until it had reached our shores.
On their arrival they had been spotted by the Eurotunnel
terminal’s CCTV camera and so it became my unit’s task
to try and apprehend them. The fleeing men made a good
start, their desperation made them far more creative than we
had anticipated. But as inevitable as a fox’s destiny, when the
pack of men and dogs are closing in on their victim, the pair
soon realised that they could not escape us.
But instead of giving up, these men I had seen moments before clinging to a roof of a lorry by their fingertips, as if they
were James Bond, suddenly turned and started coming towards us, full speed. Our radios crackled with fierce instructions from on high to take them down. The one closest to
me was no more than twenty years old. Yet he had a look of
complete fearlessness that I had seen in Yvonne’s eyes earlier
and that had terrified me then and stopped me dead in my
tracks now. As he and his friend charged at us, roaring and
shouting like gladiators, I realised that I should be political.
I should care that these people I am trying to round up and
imprison like cattle are running for their lives, leaving their
homes and families behind. They wouldn’t go unless they had
to, unless there was nothing else for them to do. I shouldn’t
be so panicked by their numbers or see it as my duty to keep
them out. I should recognise that it is just as much my job to
protect these Desperados as it is to protect my family against
them. My fifteen-year-old daughter was right, I am responsible that they survive and find sanctuary, we all are.
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Open Your Door
Paul O’Kane

Dear editor,
Please could you publish the following letter, addressed to all of your readers.

I want to clean your toilet. I’d like to wipe your
bottom. I’d do anything to have the chance to
mop your sick. My children and I spent our family’s savings to travel across a desert in a crowded
truck. We were robbed, beaten and lost one or
two of our party.
Then there was more expense, more crime, filthy
camps and villains. We braved the sea, the sea,
that monster, and we almost drowned. We were
horribly sick and wished to die. The wish came
true for some, again members of our party were
lost on that part of our journey.
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Once we were in Europe we briefly celebrated
inside, but then there were trains and trucks
and lots more walking, through strange places,
through the night, and always looked at strangely
through the day. More camps, more hard and
rough, cold places to sleep, and more poor, tasteless food.
I speak three languages and think of myself as
quite an educated man. But my world fell apart
through no fault of my own. Because of war: a
war that arose because of a hope that was denied
and that was thereby turned to hate.
Where we used to shop, go to work, take our
books to and the library, there was now fire, petrol, guns and explosions. There where once there
were streets and neighbours, people saying ‘good
morning’ with a smile, now there was rubble,
screams and prayers, limbs, burned clothing and
congealed blood.
At first we thought the trouble would not be so
big or so bad. At first we thought it would not last
long, but it went on, and on, getting worse and
worse, until a point came when there was clearly
no hope of hanging on to what we had left, no
hope of a return to normality, no hope of reclaiming and reorganising what we had built, what we
had worked for, our homes, our yards, our plants,
our routines, our plans and dreams, our memories and our relationships. Even though I am a
middle-aged man I knew that it was time to end
my life as it was and to start my life all over again.
I didn’t choose this it was forced upon me.
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That’s when I began to think about you, about
cleaning your toilet, sweeping your road, burying
your dead, weeding your garden, washing your
car, caring for your elderly, doing anything, just
so that you would give me the chance in return to
start my life again, to gather up the remains of my
life, my family, and to try to build again a decent
way of life.
I am willing yes, I am ready for anything. You will
see that I am tough enough. My muscles are lithe
from overcoming constant obstacles. The soles of
my feet are burned to a shine by walking on hot
sand. My spirit too has been polished by the hundred times I felt defeated but nevertheless went on
and tried again to win when everything seemed
utterly lost.
All this time you were reading about me in your
newspaper, hearing about me on your radio,
thinking of me as a vague image, talking about
me at the Post Office, living your comfortable life.
But I know that you also have your fears, your
pains and discomforts. I want to alleviate these
for you. I can help you. I believe that we can help
each other.
My eyes are wise and I feel inside that I have
learned lessons that I am ready to teach others,
lessons for those who have not seen and have not
done what I have been forced to see and to do. I
have much to give and I will give anything that I
have, even that is nothing more than the last drop
of my energy, if you will allow me to complete my
journey.
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I heard about those countries where people will
pay a lifetime’s savings for their parents and
grandparents to be cared for by a sensitive, hardworking foreigner like me, someone with whom
they don’t have to talk too much.
That is what I will be for you. That is who I am. I
will serve, I will be quiet, discreet. I will do dirty
work so that you don’t have to do it; so that you
can continue feel like the king or the queen of
this world; so that your country can continue to
feel like a proud, powerful kingdom, ruling over
others.
Why do you hesitate? Let me come. Why wait?
Can’t you see that we are meant for each other. I
will wash and dry your hair. I will change your
clothes, respecting and maintaining your dignity.
I will carry you to and fro. I will push you slowly
around your garden whenever the sun shines, and
I will shade you if the sun shines too brightly. I
will wipe the dribble from your open mouth, I
will point to the best flowers and make excited
sounds. I will sing for you and try to make you
laugh and smile. I will keep you company. You
will not be lonely. I will come running whenever
you call to say you need me. I will organise your
Nick Nacks and Bric-A-Brac just the way you
like them. Just open your heart. Open your mind.
Open your door.
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Biographies

Emma Bolland is an artist, writer and musician currently
roaming the North of England. Her practice is currently
preoccupied by ambiguous memoir and fiction as a tool for
research. Her material processes are eclectic, including text
as spectacle, reading and writing as performance, drawing,
moving image, and sound. You can find her at
www.emmabolland.com
Abigail Browne is a writer from the UK currently living
and studying in Ireland on the M.Phil in Creative Writing
course at Trinity College Dublin. With a background in film
and television, Brown has written scripts for screen and stage
and has recently completed the first draft of a novel One for
Sorrow a historical fiction based in the Republic of Ireland
during the Second World War.
Stephen Collis is a poet, editor and professor. His many
books of poetry include The Commons (Talon Books 2008;
second edition 2014), On the Material (Talon Books 2010—
awarded the BC Book Prize for Poetry), To the Barricades
(Talon Books 2013), and (with Jordan Scott) DECOMP
(Coach House 2013). He has also written two books of lit143
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erary criticism, a book of essays on the Occupy Movement,
Dispatches from the Occupation (Talon Books 2012), and a
novel, The Red Album (BookThug 2013). His forthcoming
book is Wordsworth in the Tar Sands (Talon Books 2016). He
lives near Vancouver, on unceded Coast Salish Territory, and
teaches at Simon Fraser University.
Vincent Dachy is located in London having drifted from
Belgium. He has written quite a few things in English and
French, most often on Mondays. He acts as the spokesperson of VDcollective (www.vdcollective.com), and also practices and teaches Lacanian psychoanalysis in London.
Shaun Dovaston hails from Shropshire and resides in London. He has a background in performing arts and enjoys
dipping his toes in the worlds of acting, singing and dancing.
He regularly attends writing workshops and conferences.
Shaun is currently penning his debut science fiction novel.
Dean Clayton Edwards is the author of horror novel The
Hollow Places. He writes from the south of France where he
also makes music, meditates and dreams.
www.deancedwards.com
Marianne Edwards trained as an osteopath but after ten
years turned her back on it to trudge across France and Spain
with a donkey. After a couple of years as a press cutter in
London, she moved to France with her husband and children and started to write full-time. Her work is mostly cutprice blog posts, but she has had some small recognition as
a poet. Projects in development include radio plays, a poetry
anthology, and a novel for children. She has recently joined
the ‘real news’ team of The Canary, which is a upstart media
outlet committed to free, fair and fearless journalism on the
issues that matter.
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Will Gresson is a writer, artist and musician currently based
in London, UK. Originally from New Zealand, his writing
has been featured on EyeContact, thisistomorrow, Ocula and
re:sculpt among others. He has also performed sound works
solo and collaboratively in New Zealand, Germany, Turkey,
the UK and the USA, and exhibited sound and video installation work in New Zealand and Europe.
Nicolas Hausdorf is an essayist, theorist and black-magician
of the social sciences. He has written for Vice, Offline Samizdat, and Cobra Res. His book Superstructural Berlin (with
Alexander Goller) has been published with Zero Books.
I am Jade Jackson and I came to the UK in July 2001 badly tortured. I was referred to the Medical Foundation for
victims of torture now Freedom from Torture where I was
treated and counselled and then referred again to Write to
Life Group where I learned to write poetry and stories. With
the help of the British public, I am now better and writing
more with the help of Lucy, Tom and others.
Hugh Jordan is a full-time researcher, part-time writer and
occasional artist. He previously contributed work to
COBRA 1.1 and COBRA 1.2.
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